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Abstract 

This thesis examines speed and motion as both politics and empowerment in 

Virginia Woolf’s To the Lighthouse, Salman Rushdie’s The Satanic Verses, and David 

Mitchell’s Cloud Atlas. I argue that these novels offer associative, movement as a form of 

resistance to the stilling, stabilizing effects imposed by masculine, colonial, and national 

forces. Using Paul Virilio’s arguments from Speed and Politics, Enda Duffy’s discussion 

of speed and modernity in The Speed Handbook, and Édouard Glissant’s notion of 

détournement from The Poetics of Relation, this thesis explores how movement is an 

important concept not just physically, but as a psychological dynamic and argues that the 

resistance to linearity, enclosure, certainty, and teleology are crucial for the ethical, 

relational recommendations made by each novel



Introduction 

“We are moving at a pace that was unimaginable just a short time ago, and we are 

never, ever going back,” announced President Donald Trump during his State of the 

Union Address on February 4, 2020. “America’s enemies are on the run,” he added, just a 

couple of moments later. The deep irony of such comments was just weeks away from 

becoming apparent, for, at the very instant that Trump delivered this national address, 

what he would come to call “the invisible enemy” (the SARS-CoV-2 virus) was, in fact, 

“on the run,” moving towards the United States. The rapid arrival of the coronavirus in 

the U.S. halted the social, economic accelerations that Trump had boasted about and 

punctured his purported belief that the U.S. would never return to the slower paces of its 

past. Trump’s assertion that the nation is “moving at [an unimaginable] pace” evokes the 

modern idea that speed is progress but also underscores the normative, though illusory, 

assumption of certainty.  

In other words, the pandemic has unveiled the relevance of speed to our lives and 

made plain the fact that speed works as a kind of politics, or form of control. The impacts 

of the virus on the motion of our daily lives are evident to anyone living through the 

pandemic. What perhaps is under-examined, however, are the ways in which the outbreak 

of COVID-19 has unveiled various phenomena related to speed and movement that are 

already inherent in modernity. The pandemic has revealed the impossibility of any claims 

to stability, security, or certainty in a world that is always moving. That is to say, the 

constantly shifting and changing nature of the world makes it impossible to perfectly 

predict, or ensure, any one given outcome. Furthermore, the rapid spread of SARS-CoV-
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2 has made obvious both the speed with which things travel in our interconnected world 

and the government’s role as regulators of movement.  

  The blog-post “Social Contagion: Microbiological Class War in China” considers 

these crucial facts, analyzing how numerous political, economic, and biological forces 

worked to set the crisis in motion. The post argues that the arrival of the virus has made 

“visible to people the unseen potentials and dependencies of the world around them, 

while also offering yet another excuse for the extension of systems of control even further 

into everyday life.” Even before government officials in China literally boarded people 

into their homes and before governors in every state within the U.S. ordered citizens to 

“shelter in place,” the enforcement of how citizens could move in the world was made 

apparent any time a state-trooper was posted on the mid-section of a freeway, measuring 

the speed of every passing car. Government control of individuals’ movements, 

heightened during the pandemic, had been previously so firmly established in the modern 

landscape that it was often rendered inconspicuous. “Every nation has the right to secure 

and controlled borders,” Trump announced at a joint-rally with India’s Prime Minister, 

Narendra Modi, in New Delhi on February 24, 2020. Not only did this statement reflect 

Trump’s own sustained efforts to refuse entry to asylum-seekers entering the U.S., but it 

also resonated with anxieties over India’s shared border with Pakistan. While the rally 

drew enormous crowds of Hindu nationalist supporters, many others were protesting in 

the streets of Delhi in response to the proposed amendment to the Modi government’s 

Citizenship Amendment Act, which would deny Muslims seeking refuge entry to the 

country. In an effort to thwart the mobilization of these protestors, the BJP, India’s ruling 

party, invoked a law from the British colonial era which sought to punish “anyone seen to 
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‘excite, or attempt to excite feelings of disaffection against the government’” (Yadav). 

The government’s choice to enforce this provision reveals the centrality of motion not 

just in its desire to halt protesters from mobilizing nor because of the fact that the protests 

themselves were a response to the obstructions of movement across borders. Indeed, the 

utilization of this law reveals two important, and often under-examined forms of 

movement: the ways in which influence travels and the power of agitation (i.e. movement 

as excitement or arousal).  

My thesis considers such instances of movement, along with other kinds of non-

literal motion, within three modern British novels: Virginia Woolf’s To The Lighthouse, 

Salman Rushdie’s The Satanic Verses, and David Mitchell’s Cloud Atlas. As I discuss 

these works, I seek to answer the following questions: How do novels explore mobility 

by means other than descriptions of literal movement? How do they signal what is 

slippery, fast, difficult to pin down, or elusive? How do such qualities reflect novelistic 

views of modern perception and modernity itself? What is the significance of movement 

in the physical, geographical, and spatial sense—and what is the significance of 

movement for the ideological, emotional, psychological, political, aesthetic, temporal, 

scalar, and historiographical? How do speed and motion enable forms of violence and 

oppression? How do speed and motion offer opportunities to resist such violences? My 

analysis will explore both how speed is a mechanism for power and also what is made 

possible through the mobility of narrative. I discuss both the literal sense of motion and 

the sense of textual mobility implicit in the ambiguities that works of modern and 

contemporary British literature offer through partial presentation, fragmentation, free 

indirect discourse, and multiplicity of narrators.  
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 My arguments are grounded in a consideration of Paul Virilio’s Speed and 

Politics and Enda Duffy’s The Speed Handbook. Both of these texts explore the role of 

speed in modernity and identify the ways in which speed exists as a politics. Virilio 

primarily considers how mechanisms for war moved into the daily life of the consumer. 

He traces how speed became the primary goal of both national and personal existence. 

Virilio further explores speed as a manipulation of individual bodies by the state, 

discussing how the state takes on the role of a “traffic cop”, promising new speeds to the 

consumer as a means to at once achieve and conceal increased surveillance (41).  To put 

it differently, Virilio identifies how the state relies on the consumer’s desire for the 

sensation of speed as leverage to monitor and restrict movement. For Virilio, transience 

becomes very important as “The revolutionary contingent attains its ideal form not in the 

place of production, but in the street, where for a moment it stops being a cog in the 

technical machine and itself becomes a motor (machine of attack), in other words a 

producer of speed” (29). Virilio’s mention of this momentary blip in the state’s 

machinery clarifies the simultaneous possibility of speed itself to be either an impetus of 

repression or resistance. He clarifies this paradox of speed, a little later on, when he 

writes, “revolution is movement, but movement is not a revolution. Politics is only a gear 

shift, and revolution only its overdrive: war as ‘continuation of politics by other means’ 

would instead be a police pursuit at greater speed, with other vehicles” (43).  

Like Virilio, Duffy considers the link between speed and the capitalist consumer. 

Duffy emphasizes the limitations of what he terms speed politics. “Speed politics,” he 

writes, “in the first instance, was a politics of access: this newly intense experience was 

offered to citizens based on their ability to pay, on their gender, proximity to centers of 
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production, consumption, and power. Next, it was a matter of national control. 

Everywhere speed came to be monitored and patrolled by governments as traffic 

police…” (Duffy 7). In other words, first various facts of privilege limit the ability to 

experience speed and then, in the ways Virlio makes clear, speed is further regulated by 

the state. Additionally, Duffy examines how the car crash “is the end of the speed, the 

completest stop,” and thus another limitation to speed (209). “The technology is 

smashed,” Duffy notes, “but this is nothing compared to the rupture of the speeding 

body” (209).  

He explains how the crash became “a deeply political spectacle” as the state 

turned its horrors into “a matter of statistics” (Duffy 215, 226). He continues, “The state, 

if not actually inciting people to the dangers of speed, mirrored the blasé attitude of its 

citizens to accidents in formulating its discourse on the new car culture” (Duffy 232). For 

Duffy, the state’s incitation of speed, despite its enormous potential for violence, is the 

immediate consequence of its reliance on statistics to explain the threat of the automobile. 

He points out how “the state’s discursive function in relation to car crashes was to see 

them collectively, en masse, and, in doing so, to turn them into numbers, to make of them 

a mass of data that could be tabulated and analyzed” (Duffy 232). The problem, for 

Duffy, is the way in which statistics are used to de-sensitize the public to the fact of 

trauma. The state’s statistical and generalized representation of the crash saps the 

“horrific immediacy [of the crash] to confer on it a sense of general, national 

significance” (Duffy 233). Duffy identifies the ruthless abstraction of the horror of the 

individual crash, noting that the suffering in each specific case is obscured as the state 

coldly calculates and displays its data, often as a means of advertising the dangers of 
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speed in order to corroborate “the repressive tendencies” of the “bureaucratic and 

panoptic state” (214, 228). In other words, Duffy recognizes, and resists, the state’s 

narrative on speed and the dangers of speed because such a narrative is best characterized 

as an epic. Ironically, this mode of generalized, collective representation in turn heightens 

the state’s capacity for surveillance because the state justifies the imposition of new 

regulations (radar speed guns, cameras that record violators of traffic laws, etc.) as 

protective measures to increase safety for its citizens. 

For all these reasons, Duffy asserts, “We need… a politics of speed. And because 

any new pleasure turns out to displace and cast into upheaval the possibilities of 

acknowledged, existing pleasures—including aesthetic pleasure—this politics of speed 

turns out to be closely bound up with the politics of representation itself” (Duffy 7). In 

the conclusion to The Speed Handbook, Duffy explains the importance of speed as 

politics, suggesting the role of speed in hierarchical organizations of modern landscapes 

when he calls speed, “the secret of modernist space” (265). Duffy refers to “speed [as] 

the measure of movement, and movement [as] the trope for the management of space in 

modernity” (265). Although Duffy offers speed as politics, he insists, too that “speed, in 

the end, needs representation if it is to be meaningful and if that meaning is to have 

political significance—if, in short, it is to matter in the world” (271). It is obvious that 

Duffy already believes that speed matters in the world, thus, his arguments serve to 

demonstrate why speed should matter to the world. This comment on how speed should 

be represented, therefore, captures Duffy’s interest in how modernist art performs and 

engages with this decisive feature of modern life more than it suggests that speed needs 

to be portrayed in order to gain importance or relevance in the world. 
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Given this political dimension to speed, he calls for narratives that are alert to the 

role of proximity in modernity: “In each modernist experimental form,” Duffy writes, 

“the death of distance is hidden in plain sight, and speed as a way of life, a way of living, 

and a way of being has come true” (10). Duffy identifies that the fact of rapid motion 

among various places—the speed of our association—is a vital consideration in 

modernist works of art. Both Virilio and Duffy recognize that one effect of speed on 

modernity is the fact of “condensed” space. Duffy writes, “Consider that the promise of 

speed pleasure appeared the moment when the age of empire was at its height, but just 

when awareness was dawning that it would soon effectively be over” (8). Crucially, 

Duffy acknowledges the significance of speed within the context of a shift “away from 

projecting desire onto the faraway exotic locale, and onto personal effort and intensity 

experienced on one’s own body” (8). Duffy’s explanation that the “heterotopic fantasy 

was being replaced by pleasure in the sensation of personal strenuousness” (8), 

underscores how colonial explorer romances were replaced by a new kind of adventure 

tale in which characters were often depicted speedily driving cars, overcoming feats of 

massive endurance, or the like. Therefore, Duffy’s considerations in The Speed 

Handbook reveal his deep concern with how the importance of speed in modernity has 

altered, or moved, the epic genre itself.  

Duffy explores movement as both a pleasure and politics further in his essay 

“High-Energy Modernism” where he identifies that “the extraction of energy from static 

matter of every form became a fundamental goal of every modernist project” (Moving 

Modernisms 87). Duffy notes that with the arrival of the “Mackinder moment,” named 

after Halford Mackinder, the Oxford geographer who posited that “the imperialism of 
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geographic, static space had reached its limits” when “by 1904 the whole of the world 

had been mapped and even the remotest regions colonized” (Moving Modernisms 93). 

Accordingly, Duffy argues that this emerging emphasis on energy transforms modernist 

literature in that “The reader is no longer invited to be concerned with, or even believe in 

the possibility of, a grander, overarching story that follows the grooves of a well-worn 

ideology (‘love’, ‘honour’, ‘fate’), but it is induced to be excited by the character’s 

minute-by-minute, page-by-page tremulations of affect” (Moving Modernisms 84). For 

Duffy,  

the modernist text begs to be read as a kind of escape manual: it shows how to 

 take an intensely surveillance-oriented biopolitical regime, in which our every 

 movement… is observed, and not only suggest how to make this bearable, even 

 pleasurable, but—revamping the pleasure as a politics—offers some blueprint for 

 people under cover of this pleasure to recast their roles in the energy economy. 

 (Moving Modernisms 95)  

Considering how this lost sense of limitless space in the modern world altered instances 

of movement in political-personal realms, Duffy makes clear how modernism resists epic 

portrayal.  

Likewise, in The Poetic of Relations, Édouard Glissant considers the role of 

movement as it relates to colonial oppression and the epic genre. In “Errantry, Exile,” 

Glissant describes how the desire to be rooted, or settled, led to the propagation of 

violence as Western “conquerors [became] the moving, transient root of their people” 

(14). Accordingly, for Glissant, “Most of the nations that gained freedom from 

colonization have tended to form around an idea of power—the totalitarian drive of a 
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single, unique root—rather than around a fundamental relationship with the Other” 

(Glissant 14). Glissant argues that this dichotomy of  “citizen against barbarian” created 

conditions that have extended experiences of pain and disorientation among groups who 

endured exile and colonization—even after an apparent end to colonialism. (14) Glissant 

notes that this extension of oppressive conditions relies, in significant part, on one 

narrative mode: the epic. He writes that “epic literature is amazingly prophetic” but that 

its “massive, dogmatic, and totalitarian certainty” obscures an understanding of “the 

Other” (15, 16). However, Glissant locates the possibility to oppose the stilling, 

stabilizing force of colonialism with a resistance that occurs, precisely, through 

movement.  

He offers rerouting, or détournement, as a means of opposing this “root” which 

depends on the illusion of a singular, absolute Truth. The translator of The Poetics of 

Relation, Betsy Wing, explains that the word détournement has “a very active sense, 

implying a real change of direction. This can be the act of taking another path, or forcing 

evolution to flow in a different course. It can also be a turning away, or turning aside in a 

redirection of, or refusal to direct, attention” (Glissant 212). Thus, Glissant invites 

errantry—or motion—as he calls for acts of deflection and diversion. He who is errant, 

after all, is “he [who] challenges and discards the universal—this generalizing edict that 

summarized the world as something obvious and transparent, claiming for it one 

presupposed sense and one destiny” (20). Glissant’s notion of détournement, therefore, is 

a crucial example of speed and motion as a form of empowerment.  

 Duffy also emphasizes the notion of speed as empowerment when he 

acknowledges that speed simultaneously has the capacity to “excite or terrify” (Duffy 3). 
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Duffy argues that, “access to new speeds, whether on a roller-coaster, airplane, but 

especially with the automobile, has been the most empowering and excruciating new 

experience for people everywhere in twentieth-century modernity” (Duffy 1). While 

Duffy identifies speed as politics and examines the various limitations of speed, he also 

explores speed as a kind of pleasure. In fact, The Speed Handbook opens with a quote 

from Aldous Huxley that asserts that speed is “the only new pleasure invented by 

modernity” (Duffy 1). Duffy expands on Huxley’s claim when he discusses the “frisson”, 

or emotional thrill, that is delivered by speed. He writes, “This experience—of speed—

could in the first instance be felt: it did not need to represent itself. Still, it could be 

represented, and such representations, as the record of experiences, make up the 

fragments of evidence considered in any study in the history of speed” (Duffy 4). Duffy 

clarifies that any individual memory of speed defies representation given the intensity of 

the thrill, but he acknowledges the simultaneous need for such representations to 

effectively analyze modern space. This clarification shows once more how pleasure and 

politics converge in experiences of speed. Just as both Duffy and Glissant explore the 

paradoxical possibilities of speed—that it can be a means of oppression as well as a 

means to counter such oppression—I consider the potential for both violences and 

connections within movement.  

 Contrasting the singularized perspective in the epic as Duffy and Glissant see it, a 

crucial aspect of motion in each of the novels that I analyze is the movement among 

various perspectives. That is to say, the mode of To the Lighthouse, The Satanic Verses, 

and Cloud Atlas is lyric rather than epic. All three texts offer lyrical, or personal, 

narratives that counter the generalizing, totalizing move towards abstraction that 
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characterizes the epic genre. Though the role of expedition and motion is significant in all 

three novels (as is true of the epic genre) and the latter two novels, especially, exist on an 

epic scale, the novels are lyrical in the very way that they move. The transitory nature of 

each of novel is made clear in the way each narrative insists on an mobility of meaning, 

or evasiveness, as it is transported to its reader. That is to say, the importance of 

associations within all three novels is conveyed through the very forms of the novels 

themselves. The interwoven narratives and repeated interruptions create intertextual 

collisions that direct, or revert, the reader across the text to a prior moment or event 

within the text, if not to another text altogether. This anti-linear narrative mode can be 

captures the kind of movement suggested by Glissant’s détournement: by constantly 

straying, diverging, drifting, traversing, digressing, and deviating from the prescribed 

path, each of the novels insists on connections formed through unlikely combinations. To 

the Lighthouse, The Satanic Verses, and Cloud Atlas, thus, invite transgression in order to 

stress the importance of relations. My chapters consider the significance of motion and 

travel conveyed in the form and events of each novel, arguing that all three texts 

emphasize the realities of our interconnected world and urge readers to embrace 

possibilities to forge and strengthen connections through a very refusal to accept fixed, 

one-dimensional, epic portrayals of the world.  

 In my first chapter, I examine movement in Woolf’s To the Lighthouse as an 

instance of feminist resistance. I discuss both thematic instances of mobility and Woolf’s 

narrative construction as a form of resistance to a stable, linear narrative. My arguments 

engage with Virilio’s comments on speed as well as considerations of Michel Foucault’s 

essay “Heterotopias: Of Other Spaces” and Hélène Cixous’s “The Laugh of the Medusa” 
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in order to explore the various depictions and qualities of motion throughout the novel. 

Considering how the novel moves between conditions of apparent stasis and bursting, 

frenetic motion, I illustrate how Woolf negates settled conditions and punctures 

teleological ambitions. This chapter argues that To the Lighthouse endorses forms of 

motion that disrupt claims to certainty and shows how the novel invites a reading that 

relies on multi-directional, anti-geometrical movement.  

 My second chapter explores migrancy and cosmopolitanism as instances of 

movement in Rushdie’s The Satanic Verses. I consider how a resistance to geometry is a 

crucial element in the resistance to colonialism, much like the resistance to geometry is 

central to feminist resistance in Woolf’s novel. By illustrating the rapidity of 

reconstitutions and the speed of influence in the novel, I examine how experiences of 

oppression are often denied and psychologically distanced. Using arguments by anti-

colonial theorists Franz Fanon and Homi Bhabha in The Wretched of the Earth and The 

Location of Culture, this chapter posits that Rushdie’s novel recommends disturbances 

and agitations the static conditions imposed by the colonizing force. I conclude that an 

ethic of mobility, based on Glissant’s notion of détournement, makes possible the forging 

of relations by embracing the simultaneity of multiple viewpoints, despite apparent 

contradictions.  

 The focus of my third chapter is how movement creates opportunities for intimate 

connection, despite massive distance, in Mitchell’s Cloud Atlas. I analyze how instances 

of crossing in the novel convey movement not just in the literal sense but, more 

importantly, because such moments represent acts of cross-connection. I discuss 

Mitchell’s use of mise-en-abîme and the role of intertextuality in the novel, emphasizing 
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the novel’s repeated re-starting of narratives—both of its own various narrative strands 

and also through the recurrent influence of prior literary works. Using Andrew Thacker’s 

idea of metageographies from his essay “Placing Modernism,” I consider the importance 

of scale, both as it relates to musical composition in the novel (especially the production 

of Frobisher’s Cloud Atlas Sextet) and as it relates to a novel whose setting is the world 

itself. I argue that Mitchell repeatedly crosses boundaries, both formally and otherwise, in 

order to convey the importance of cross-connection as a catalyst for intimacy that seems 

impossible, by conventional standards. 

 In my conclusion, I illustrate how each of the considered novels undo Futurist 

assumptions about autonomy and speed. I extrapolate from Newton’s Third Law that no 

singular, unitary force exists in the universe. Moving into a consideration of how To The 

Lighthouse, The Satanic Verses, and Cloud Atlas insist on the conditions of entanglement 

and collision, I argue that all three texts stress the importance of relations through their 

considerations of speed and motion. Finally, I consider Roland Barthes’s arguments from 

The Rustle of Language and conclude that each novel invites a reading that relies on a 

particular form of motion.  

Duffy points out, “As with any pleasure, speed’s thrill is polymorphous and 

resists being pinned down” (Duffy 5). While Woolf’s, Rushdie’s, and Mitchell’s 

narratives each speed through various moments and transition rapidly among different 

geographies, they demonstrate the elusive, moving quality of literature that is created as 

various perspectives and interpretations are engaged, simultaneously. Thus, I offer that 

the pleasure in these texts is found, precisely, in their meanderings.  
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“Off like a Bird”: Flight as Feminist Resistance in To the Lighthouse 

“It is with this movement, with the passage and dissolution of impressions, images, sensations, that analysis 
leaves off—that continual vanishing away, that strange, perpetual weaving and unweaving of ourselves”  

—Walter Pater  
 

On February 23rd, 1926, Virginia Woolf wrote in her diary that, “I am now 

writing as fast and freely as I have written in the whole of my life; more so—20 times 

more so—than any novel yet” (A Writer’s Diary 84). The book she was referring to was 

To the Lighthouse, which was published in 1927. The quickness of Woolf’s writing—her 

sensation of speed—in the production of this text, while coincidental, nonetheless 

gestures to how To the Lighthouse is immersed in considerations of movement and 

velocity.  

In this chapter I will examine how To the Lighthouse explores speed and motion 

as forms of resistance to convention and, in particular, constraints upon women. I will 

consider how physical movement or stasis itself appears, how the text guides and 

disorients the reader’s eye, how it expresses psychological movement, especially at 

moments of reading, and how the world’s events move into isolated or private space. 

Once I illustrate how Woolf places speed and motion front and center in To the 

Lighthouse, I will argue that Woolf recommends certain kinds of movement as a form of 

feminist resistance. In the novel, Woolf explores both the speed of violence and the 

possibility of speed to resist violence. By contrasting positions of stability and certainty 

with those of possibility, Woolf refuses stasis in favor of a peculiar, anti-geometrical 

form of movement.  

 From the opening section of To the Lighthouse, “The Window,” Woolf repeatedly 

offers images of things in motion: the wind, the waves, the bending of the lighthouse 
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beam, the poet-philosopher Augustus Carmichael shuffling past in his yellow slippers, 

the striking motion of the young artist Lily Briscoe’s brush against the canvas as she 

paints, the movement of the matriarch Mrs. Ramsay’s knitting needles, her husband’s 

pacing back and forth, and the eight children running around in the garden. Crucially, the 

first part of the novel features four instances of expeditions: Mrs. Ramsay’s (and 

houseguest Charles Tansley’s) “dull errand” (9) is transformed to a “great expedition” 

(10) to town, Lily Briscoe and Augustus Carmichael venture from the house on a walk, 

and the Ramsay children Andrew, Nancy, Paul, and Paul’s fiancé Minta, take an outing to 

the sea cliffs. And, of course, there is the expedition for which the novel is named: the 

possibility of a trip the next day, to the lighthouse.  

 The novel’s title itself juxtaposes an anticipation of movement with the actual 

experience of movement at the syntactical level: in this ambiguous formulation you could 

already be headed to the lighthouse, or, you could simply be in a condition of always 

aspiring to the lighthouse. The novel’s immediate investment in the uncertain conditions 

of this expedition to the lighthouse indicate the urgency of its oppositions to certainty 

(and thus stasis, since one who is certain refuses to budge, fails to move at all from their 

firmly-held position). The novel opens with a discussion between Mrs. Ramsay and her 

son, James, about whether or not they will go to the lighthouse tomorrow. The novel 

begins with the word, “Yes,” and immediately gestures to a lack of certain, stable 

conditions: “To her son these words conveyed an extraordinary joy, as if it were settled, 

the expedition were bound to take place” (3). Though subtle, Woolf’s use of the words 

“as if” suggests the text’s negation of settled conditions and rebuttal of the idea that 

things are destined, or bound, to take place.  
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 Thus, the novel departs from any “platform of stability” and rapidly gains 

momentum in its resistance to convention, constraints upon women, and stasis itself 

through its contradictory juxtapositions, which often indicate a gap between what is 

asserted as reality and the actual goings-on (63). The opposition between certainty and 

possibility quickly becomes overt as Mr. Ramsay steps in, insisting firmly that they will 

not be able to travel to the lighthouse, end of story: “‘But,’ said his father, stopping in 

front of the drawing-room window, ‘it won’t be fine’” (4). Critically, this closing of 

potential, this narrowing of possibility, occurs at the same time that physical motion is 

terminated: Mr. Ramsay stops. Just as Mr. Ramsay comes to a halt, the whole scene 

seems to freeze. The narrator begins to describe a series of James’s inner thoughts, 

beginning with his fantasy to kill his father on the spot. James gazes at his father who 

looks “lean as a knife, narrow as the blade of one,” (4) and James contemplates how, 

“what [his father] said was true. It was always true. He was incapable of truth; never 

tampered with a fact” (4). James’s rumination on his father’s authoritative posture 

continues for a full paragraph in the text. Meanwhile, the narrative, like Mr. Ramsay, is at 

a stand-still. Movement does not resume until Mrs. Ramsay counters her husband’s 

statement: “’But it may be fine,’ said Mrs. Ramsay, making some little twist of the 

reddish-brown stocking she was knitting (4). With a twisting motion of her knitting 

needles, Mrs. Ramsay agitates the static conditions, piercing Mr. Ramsay’s firm, fixed 

position that supposedly represents a stable, certain Truth.  

The novel repeatedly juxtaposes moments of stasis or drowsiness against 

moments that are bursting with motion and activity (there is also a continued contrast 

between Mr. Ramsay’s motions and the motions of the women in the novel, which I will 
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address later on). When Mrs. Ramsay is preparing to embark on her expedition to town, 

she asks Augustus Carmichael if he wants anything, “‘Stamps, writing-paper, tobacco?’ 

she suggested…But no, he wanted nothing” (10). With the narrator’s description of Mr. 

Carmichael as being sunken “in a grey-green somnolence which embraced them all,” the 

anticipation of movement (Mrs. Ramsay’s heading to town) clashes with a mood of 

stillness (Mr. Carmichael’s lethargy) (10). Crucially, the narrator’s mention of a 

somnolence that enveloped all the characters indicates the pervasiveness of a placid, 

drowsy conditions. In the opening section of the novel, “The Lighthouse,” the demands 

of World War I have not yet disrupted the quotidian activities of the Ramsay family. 

Woolf’s emphasis on the ubiquity of an attitude of indifference or idleness outside of 

war-time seems to anticipate Paul Virilio’s description of “the inertia of peace” (Virilio 

36) in his book Politics and Speed. For Virilio, and for Woolf, whenever the state is not 

officially at war, it is not that violence ceases but, rather, our senses are dulled to the 

violent conditions before us—our contentedness to carry on with our pleasant, habituated 

movements through the world indicates our languid inactivity during times of “peace”.  

Woolf gestures to the prevalence of violence in her numerous, though quick, 

portrayals of aggression and brutality throughout the novel. While Mrs. Ramsay speeds to 

finish the stocking she is knitting for the lighthouse-keeper’s son, she questions her 

children,  

For how would you like to be shut up for a whole month at a time, and possibly 

 more in stormy weather, upon a rock the size of a tennis lawn, she would ask… to 

 see the same dreary waves breaking week after week after week, and then a 

 dreadful storm coming, and the windows covered with spray, and birds dashed 
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 against the lamp, and the whole place rocking, and not being able to put your nose 

 out of doors for fear of being swept into the sea? How would you like that? (5)  

This passage rapidly slips from stillness (entrapment on the lighthouse), to dull 

movement (the monotonous beating of the waves), to dangerous movement (the arrival of 

the storm) and then conditions of instant violence (where you can’t even stick your nose 

out without being obliterated by the ocean’s force). Each of these shifts occurs within in a 

single sentence—the novel offers no transition from the drab motion of the waves to their 

dramatic, drastic potential for violence. In this scene and others, the novel often moves 

rapidly between conditions of stasis and motion—moments that seem frenetic and full of 

energy suddenly drown in thought, and moments that are very still and quiet burst, 

seemingly out of nowhere, into (often violent) action. These formal shifts are significant 

because they reveal Woolf’s emphasis on uncertainty and the unpredictable nature of 

things.  

If the world is constantly in motion, then claims to certainty, to durability, and to 

invariability must be scrutinized. The novel conflates the capacity for criticism with 

speed, suggesting that a particular kind of motion creates the potential for disruption of 

the status (or static) quo. This is to say that to counter convention means, precisely, to 

engage in acts of disturbance, upheaval, and disorder. At the beginning of the novel, 

Woolf writes, “Disappearing as stealthily as stags from the dinner-table directly the meal 

was over, the eight sons and daughters of Mr. and Mrs. Ramsay sought their bedrooms, 

their fastness in a house where there was no other privacy to debate anything, everything” 

(8). By sneaking off slowly, slyly, at first, the children soon accelerate into critical 

engagements where absolutely nothing goes unscathed (for they question “anything” and 
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“everything”). This possibility in speed is crucial in a house where the children, 

particularly the girls, are not permitted to be investigators. The ambiguity of Woolf’s 

syntax, however, makes it possible that “their fastness” refers to children’s quality of 

speed or to the children’s bedrooms as places of fastness, or refuge. Since we cannot be 

sure if the fastness here represents the children or the rooms, the word takes on two 

(opposing) meanings at once: it signifies both “the quality or state of being fast” and “the 

quality or state of being firmly fixed; fixedness, stability” according to the Oxford 

English Dictionary. Moreover, the quality of fastness is often used to describe the ability 

of a dye to maintain its color without fading or washing away. The mention of fastness, 

then, anticipates Mr. Carmichael’s description of the “grey-green somnolence” that 

lingers everywhere, as if plastered all over the walls of the house. Yet it is through 

motion that the children gain the capacity to resist these stifling, anaesthetizing 

conditions. More than any of the other children, the novel presents the Ramsays’s 

daughter, Cam, as capable of harnessing the possibilities of speed. The narrator writes of 

“that wild villain, Cam, dashing past” in the garden (54). And what makes Cam this 

grand criminal of speediness? What is her egregious offense and disruption of the 

household harmony? Well, the hoodlum “would not ‘give a flower to the gentleman’ as 

the nursemaid told her’” (21).  

Woolf’s portrayal of the children’s movements, and, in particular, Cam’s criminal 

speed anticipates Hélène Cixous’ arguments about feminine resistance achieved through 

motion in her essay, “The Laugh of Medusa.” Cixous states that “Woman must write 

herself into the text—as into the world and into history—by her own movement” (Cixous 

875; emphasis mine). Playing with the two connotations of the French word voler, 
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Cixous locates “flying [as] woman’s gesture” because it encompasses both upward 

escape and the notion of “stealing away” (Cixous 887). Cixous urges woman to write 

herself into man’s discourse, offering flight as a way for the woman to burst out from 

within the rigid masculine framework, using what tools she can from the past in order to 

construct something entirely new and her own. In response to this feminine construction 

Cixous demands anticipation, for “going out ahead of what the New Woman will be, as 

an arrow quits the bow with a movement that gathers and separates the vibrations 

musically, in order to be more than herself” (Cixous 878). The uncertainty about what 

inspires Cam’s movement and where she might be going indicate this important aspect of 

Cixous’ arguments: The narrator describes that, “She was off like a bird, a bullet, or 

arrow, impelled by what desire, shot by whom, at what directed, who could say? What, 

what? Mrs. Ramsay pondered, watching her. It might be a vision—of a shell, of a 

wheelbarrow, of a fairy kingdom on the far side of the hedge; or it might be the glory of 

speed; no one knew” (54; emphasis mine). The effect of Cam’s possible vision resonates 

with the vision that propels Lily’s painting throughout the novel. Though I will elaborate 

on the importance of movement in Lily’s paintings later on in this chapter, it is important 

to briefly note here that, at one point, while painting Lily tries to realize her vision by 

channeling the essence of Mrs. Ramsay who she says “was like a bird for speed, an arrow 

for directness” (49; emphasis mine). The fact that both Cam and Mrs. Ramsay are 

described as flying, like a bird or arrow, reveals how for all of Mrs. Ramsay’s adherence 

to tradition and her “mania…for marriage,” there are moments in which she seems to 

actively take part in this anticipation of the New Woman (175). She imagines, for 

instance, that “her daughters, Prue, Nancy, Rose—could sport with infidel ideas which 
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they had brewed for themselves of a life different from hers; in Paris, perhaps; a wilder 

life; not always taking care of some man or other; for there was in all their minds a mute 

questioning of deference and chivalry, of the Bank of England and the Indian Empire, of 

ringed fingers and lace” (7). The word sport suggests speed and physical exertion, which 

Mrs. Ramsay associates with the possibility to embrace “infidel ideas” in the place of 

“deference and chivalry” (7). Thus, this passage highlights how speed and investigations 

of convention coincide one another in the novel.  

 The novel plays with speed, perhaps most obviously, in its temporal structure: the 

first and longest section, “The Window,” takes 124 pages to describe the events of a 

single day, its middle section, “Time Passes,” is only twenty pages but traverses ten 

years, and the novel’s final section illustrates (mostly) just one morning. Woolf’s formal 

accelerations and decelerations throughout the novel captures both our psychological 

relationship with time and the quickness of human life on a broader scale. Rather than 

subscribing to a uniform narrative mode in which the novel’s plot unfolds linearly and 

according to evenly demarcated units of time, the tempo of To the Lighthouse is one that 

“spurt[s] irregularly” (20). The refusal of temporal symmetry in To the Lighthouse 

suggests how the novel performs its resistance to trajectories of the straight and narrow. 

Rather than keeping time by marching along, mechanically, to some steady, unchanging, 

beat, the novel, aesthetically, does the opposite—it disperses time. If the cadence of the 

novel is irregular, then we can understand how the novel itself resists pacing (a critical 

point I will expand upon in my discussion of Mr. Ramsay) and, instead, endorses multi-

directional velocities. This is illustrated especially in “Time Passes,” where Woolf zooms 

through an entire decade. The focus of “Time Passes” is on the ramshackle house, which, 
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abandoned, is on the verge of caving in (138). During this section, no one even enters the 

house except for Mrs. McNab and Mrs. Bast. In Woolf’s words the section is 

characterized by “an empty house, no people’s characters, the passage of time, all eyeless 

and featureless with nothing to cling to” (A Writer’s Diary 87). Though the middle 

portion of the novel may seem, at first, devoid of movement and activity, the novel 

remains invested in speed two critical ways.  

First, Woolf depicts how various impressions move into the house during this 

section of the novel. The descriptions of the outside world moving inside emphasize that 

the house is not, in fact, drained of life. The narrator notes that, “The house was left; the 

house was deserted. It was like a shell on a sandhill to fill with dry salts grains now that 

life had left it,” but, at the same time, “Toads had nosed their way in…A thistle thrust 

itself between the tiles…Tortoise-shell butterflies burst from the chrysalis and pattered 

their life out on the windowpane” and the plants towered so high from the garden that 

there was “the gentle tapping of a weed at the window” (137, 138). As the external world 

maneuvers its way inside, it becomes clear that the apparently empty house remains full 

of activity. If nothing else, this movement is portrayed by the winds that “could be heard 

tumbling and tossing…and mounted on top of another, and lunged and plunged in the 

darkness or the daylight (for night and day, month and year ran shapelessly together)” 

(134). The gymnastic, dancer-like personification of the weeds and winds emphasize 

how, even without people living there, “the house was full; the garden blowing” (38). 

This description of time running together “shapelessly” signals Woolf’s resistance to 

geometry. What I mean by this is that, through her illustrations that we perceive time 

asymmetrically (for some minutes feel excruciatingly long while others feel 
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excruciatingly quick), she illustrates the inadequacy of standardized demarcations of time 

(night, day, month, year) to convey our experiences. This brings me to my second 

instance of movement, despite the appearance of stasis, in this portion of the novel.  

The text also blends exterior and interior life by gesturing to how public events 

move into private spaces. For instance, the events of World War I clearly influences the 

Ramsay family. The narrator’s description reveals how political and social currents can 

enter the private house: “Then again silence fell; and then, night after night, and 

sometimes in plain mid-day when the roses were bright and light turned on the wall its 

shape clearly there seemed to drop into this silence, this indifference, this integrity, the 

thud of something falling. [A shell exploded. Twenty or thirty young men were blown up 

in France, among them Andrew Ramsay, whose death, mercifully, was instantaneous]” 

(133). Woolf suggests that the literal impact of the bomb that killed Andrew is felt as a 

“thud” within the house—if not by the house itself. I do not mean to suggest that Woolf 

embraces the view that the house has the capacity for human emotion or sensation, but 

simply that the house becomes a kind of receptacle of impressions that continually 

permeate it from the outside-in.  

This point brings me to another form of motion: the novel has shifted its attention 

in this section—there is an ostensible move in the narration as the house itself appears 

almost a as character while the lives of those who bustled through it in the first part of the 

novel become peripheral. The Ramsays and their guests have been moved out of focus, 

brushed aside, and bracketed off (the narrator mentions the deaths of Mrs. Ramsay, Prue, 

Andrew almost in passing, even the most pressing details of the characters’ lives appear 

in brackets, indicating their lack of importance). Woolf’s use of parentheses also guides 
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the reader’s eye in a very particular way. Woolf is aware of this potential effect, for when 

discussing possibilities for the ending of the book in her diary, she wonders, “Could I do 

it in a parenthesis? So that one had the sense of reading the two things at the same time?” 

(98). With this formal strategy, Woolf seems to use the reader’s experience of movement 

to demonstrate how the personal and political coincide. 

In “Leaping into Space: The Two Aesthetics of To The Lighthouse” Marco 

Caracciolo notes that, “It is well known that in a drawing Woolf presented ‘Time Passes,’ 

the middle section of her book, as a corridor. Thus, she quite literally gave her book a 

‘spatial form’: two rooms linked by a corridor” (Caracciolo 263). If we read the middle 

section as a passageway, it becomes clear how the novel’s formal aspects invite a 

particular kind of movement by the reader, as well. Caracciolo emphasizes how Woolf’s 

guides the reader’s view within the text, “I prefer to see ‘Time Passes’ as a bidirectional 

corridor,” he adds. “It does not lead from moment A (‘The Window’) to moment B (‘The 

Lighthouse’) but allows for a two-way communication within the novel, so that Woolf ’s 

second aesthetics (foregrounded in the last section) can be projected onto the other 

sections as well—and in particular onto ‘Time Passes.’ This is a corridor that, to make 

sense of the novel as a whole, the reader has virtually to pace back and forth” 

(Carracciolo 263). Caracciolo makes an important point here—that the “Time Passes” 

section does not simply invite movement in one direction. Nor, however, does it call 

simply for bidirectional movement. While Caracciolo is right to stress the significance of 

this disruption within the text and interrogate how it influences a reading of the novel, he 

falls short of identifying its crucial recommendations about movement.  
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The novel repeatedly describes Mr. Ramsay pacing back and forth, passing by 

Lily, Mrs. Ramsay, or the children, and often accompanied his young disciple, the 

philosopher Charles Tansley. Indeed, Mr. Tansley and Mr. Ramsay appear as 

synchronized patriarchal figures, for what Charles likes best is, “to be for ever walking up 

and down, up and down, with Mr. Ramsay, and saying who had won this, who had won 

that…” (7). The sound of Mr. Ramsay’s rhythmic footsteps often provokes a sense of 

dread or anxiety as the women in the novel brace themselves for Mr. Ramsay’s sudden 

interruption (the significance of his halting in such a manner I already indicated in my 

discussion of Mr. Ramsay stopping by the drawing-room window). Lily recalls how “Mr. 

Ramsay stopped dead in his pacing in front of [Mrs. Ramsay] and some curious shock 

passed through her and seemed to rock her in profound agitation on its breast when 

stopping there he stood over her and looked down at her” (198). The Ramsay’s son, 

James, also recognizes his father’s tyrannical need for sympathy. James, sitting with his 

mother, describes how the “arid scimitar”, Mr. Ramsay, “disturbed the perfect simplicity 

and good sense of his relations with his mother. By looking fixedly at the page, [James] 

hoped to make him move on; by pointing his finger at a word, he hoped to recall his 

mother’s attention, which, he knew angrily, wavered instantly his father stopped. But no, 

nothing would make Mr. Ramsay move on. There he stood, demanding sympathy” (36-

38). Mr. Ramsay’s penetrative presence affects Mrs. Ramsay “who had been sitting 

loosely”, but now had to gather herself together, “looking at the same time animated and 

alive as if all her energies were being fused into force” (37). As Mr. Ramsay murmurs 

repeatedly that “He was a failure”, the narrator expresses that “the fatal sterility of the 
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male plunged itself, like a beak of brass, barren and bare” (37). Once Mr. Ramsay finally 

walks away, Mrs. Ramsay collapses in a heap of exhaustion.  

Just as Mrs. Ramsay “brace[s] herself” for Mr. Ramsay’s presence, Lily often 

paints in an agitated anticipation of Mr. Ramsay’s arrival. In the third section of the 

novel, Woolf writes, “She had taken the wrong brush in her agitation at Mr. Ramsay’s 

presence, and her easel, rammed into the earth so nervously, was at the wrong angle” 

(157). Early in the novel, too, the narrator describes how, “she kept a feeler on her 

surroundings lest some one should creep up, and suddenly she should find her picture 

looked at. But now, with all her senses quickened as they were…she was aware of some 

one coming out of the house, coming towards her” (17). This some one turns out to be 

Mr. Ramsay, pacing through the yard, obliviously, reciting lines from Tennyson’s poem 

about the Crimean War, “The Charge of The Light Brigade.” Mr. Ramsay nearly knocks 

down Lily’s easel before “he turn[s] sharp, and [rides] off, to die gloriously she supposed 

upon the heights of Balaclava” (17). Mr. Ramsay’s self-absorbed, domineering 

movements are mocked, by Lily (and the text): “Never was anybody at once so ridiculous 

and so alarming,” Woolf writes, “But so long as he kept like that, waving, shouting, 

[Lily] was safe; he would not stand still and look at her picture” (17). Lily is aware that 

Mr. Ramsay’s uncontrolled movements, while childish, offer her distance (and safety) 

from his masculine scrutiny. Significantly, his movement itself is a sign of distraction. It 

is worth noting that Lily’s alertness to the possibility of Mr. Ramsay’s movement is 

expressed as a kind of acceleration of perception (her “quickened” senses). This 

heightened alertness signifies a survival-tactic.  
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Again, Virilio’s arguments from Speed and Politics clarify depictions of violence 

in the novel. Virilio argues that the modern state of warfare relies on what he calls the 

“fleet in being” which depends on the invisible motion of bodies (and weapons) to create 

the consistent appearance, or threat, of violence. This is why, for Virilio, “violence can be 

reduced to nothing but movement” (62). In the novel, Lily and Mrs. Ramsay seem always 

already in a state of alarm, agitated by the mere anticipation of Mr. Ramsay’s movement. 

The women are haunted by the possibility of his penetrative demands for sympathy, for 

his potential scrutiny. Mr. Ramsay’s pacing represents a kind of speed and motion that 

the text opposes for its brutality, and, for the way it obscure details.  

 In one instance, while he paces back and forth, Mr. Ramsay’s perspective 

becomes like the view from a speeding train:  

He stopped to light his pipe, looked once at his wife and son in the window, and 

 as one raises one’s eyes from a page in an express train and sees a farm, a tree, a 

 cluster of cottages as an illustration, a confirmation of something on the printed 

 page to which one returns, fortified, and satisfied, so without his distinguishing 

 either his son or his wife, the sight of them fortified him and satisfied him and 

 consecrated his effort to arrive at a perfectly clear understanding of the problem 

 which now engaged the energies of his splendid mind. (33)  

The narrator’s ironic tone about Mr. Ramsay’s “splendid” logic illustrates that his 

“perfectly clear understanding” in fact is incomplete, for he hardly perceives the details 

of the situation. Rather than propelling him toward the truth of things, as he believes, Mr. 

Ramsay’s speed dulls his capacity for perception by obscuring the specificities of the 

scene before him. This moment clarifies the texts resistance Mr. Ramsay’s practice of 
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dispensing “truth”. Crucially, for Mrs. Ramsay, “To pursue truth with such astonishing 

lack of consideration for other people’s feelings, to rend the thin veils of civilization so 

wantonly, so brutally, was to her so horrible an outrage of human decency” (32). Mr. 

Ramsay’s mental appetitiveness and his linear trajectory, his teleological drive toward 

mental progress, divulge how the inclination for speed can be violent. In his self-

absorbed musings about his own intellect, there is a disappearance of the real conditions 

of pain before him: the pressures upon his wife and son merely vanish behind him. 

 Mr. Ramsay’s linear, measured approach to logic is further demonstrated by his 

acts of reading in the novel: “His splendid mind had no sort of difficulty in running over 

those letters [of the alphabet] one by one, firmly and accurately, until it had reached, say, 

the letter Q. He reached Q. Very few people in the whole of England ever reach Q… 

After Q there a number of letters the last of which is scarcely visible to mortal eyes, but 

glimmers red in the distance…He dug his heels in at Q. Q he was sure of. Q he could 

demonstrate” (33-34). Mr. Ramsay’s forward trajectory toward this red glimmer in the 

distance, his intense desire for speeding progress, anticipates Virilio’s argument that in 

Futurist logic, “the ultimate metaphor of the speed-body is its final disappearance in the 

flames of explosion” (Virilio 134). Despite his exertion, Mr. Ramsay’s urge for mental 

fitness ultimately results with a settling down, when he digs in his heels, at a “certain” 

position. Here, Woolf gestures to how the never-ending drive toward progress, or an 

obsession with speed, itself becomes a kind of stasis. Like when he nearly crashes into 

Lily’s painting easel as he recites poetry, Mr. Ramsay’s blinding motion is conflated with 

his pursuit of absolute knowledge.   
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Mr. Ramsay seems similarly blinded by his sense of his own movement after the 

dinner scene as he reads “something that moved him very much…He was tossing the 

pages over. He was acting it—perhaps he was thinking himself the person in the book” 

(118). Mr. Ramsay’s presumption and careless reading, suggested by the way he rapidly 

tosses the pages over, signifies a failure to (re)consider. This mode of reading, of racing 

through a text, obscures and dims the ability to perceive details with accuracy. In 

contrast, when Mrs. Ramsay reads, the narrator illustrates how those words  

began washing from side to side of her mind rhythmically…and seemed leaving 

 their perches up there to fly across and across, or to cry out and be echoed; so she 

 turned and felt on the table beside her for a book…And she opened the book and 

 began reading here and there at random, and as she did so she felt that she was 

 climbing backwards, upwards…she read and turned the page, swinging herself, 

 zigzagging this way and that, from one line to another as from one branch to 

 another. (119)  

Mrs. Ramsay’s eyes skim the words without following any particular prescriptive order,  

they glide up and down, backwards, sideways, and in zig-zags. Her reading seems to 

work as a kind of free association, she forms relations through a kind of wandering 

through the text. This is already an obvious contrast to Mr. Ramsay’s tunneling toward 

the letter “R”. Whereas Mr. Ramsay sticks to the letter Q because he is “sure of” it, and 

could demonstrate it, Mrs. Ramsay glides over the various words and letters. As the 

words themselves “fly across” her mind, Mrs. Ramsay’s experience of speed while she 

reads appears as a version of Cixousian flight. Not only does Mrs. Ramsay fly through 

the text, but her act of reading itself works precisely as an example of conditions that are 
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impossible to demonstrate given the narrator’s claim that “She did not know what the 

words meant at all” (118). Mrs. Ramsay’s reading of Shakespeare’s “ninety-eighth 

sonnet” illustrates Woolf’s rejection of the kind of finitude and resolution that Mr. 

Ramsay strives for. Though the narrator remarks that “she finished,” another line of 

poetry appears as she puts the book down on the table (As with your shadow I with these 

did play) (121, 122). Indeed, “Her mind was still going up and down, up and down with 

the poetry; he was still feeling very vigorous, very forthright, after reading about 

Steenie’s funeral” (122). She keeps reading, continuing to move as if “she was climbing 

up those branches, this way and that,” even after the narrator has presented an apparent 

conclusion (121).  

Just as the poem reverberates in Mrs. Ramsay’s mind after she sets it down, Mrs. 

Ramsay’s reading of Shakespeare’s sonnet seems to begin before she turns to it. For one, 

the narrator notes that the words began washing in mind prior to the moment when she 

lifts the book from the table. Additionally, she seems to launch into her reading of 

“Sonnet 98”, even while she is ostensibly gazing at lines from Charles Eton’s “A Garden 

Song” and William Browne’s “The Siren Song”: it is lines from these two poems that 

disrupt the prose on the page of the novel that appear when Woolf writes, “she only knew 

this is white, or this is red”—Mrs. Ramsay’s anticipatory impression of these colors 

suggests her anticipation of Shakespeare’s description of “the lily’s white” and “the deep 

vermilion in the rose” (Shakespeare, lines 9-10). Mrs. Ramsay’s reading, then, can be 

characterized as non-linear both spatially and temporally. In the spatial dimension, the 

movements of her eyes upon the page are not restricted to motion in a straight line. 

Instead, Mrs. Ramsay reads in every direction at once. This movement in multiple 
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directions, because it occurs simultaneously, also gestures to the way resists linearity in 

the temporal dimension as she reads. Significantly, her reading works as a series of 

relational interpretations achieved through uninhibited motion. 

 Mrs. Ramsay’s approach to reading signifies a deviation, or rupture, from moving 

in such a way that adheres to conventional wisdom. When she reads, Mrs. Ramsay 

refuses received discourse and travels in ways that are not prescribed or dictated to her. 

But there are moments in the text when Mrs. Ramsay’s reading is not a form of free 

association. For instance, while Mrs. Ramsay thumbs through the Army and Navy Stores 

illustrated catalogue she listens to  

 this sound, which had lasted now half an hour and had taken its place soothingly 

 in the scale of sounds pressing on top of her, such as the tap of balls upon bats, 

 the sharp, sudden bark now and then, ‘How’s that? How’s that?’ of the children 

 playing cricket, had ceased; so that the monotonous fall of the waves on the 

 beach, which for the most part beat a measured and soothing tattoo to her  

 thoughts and seemed consolingly to repeat over and over again as she sat with the 

 children the words of some old cradle song, murmured by nature, ‘I am guarding 

 you–I am your support,’ but at other times suddenly and unexpectedly, especially 

 when her mind raised itself slightly from the task actually in hand, had no such 

 kindly meaning, but like a ghostly roll of drums remorselessly beat the measure of 

 life, made one think of the destruction of the island and its engulfment in the sea, 

 and warned her whose day had slipped past in one quick doing after another that it 

 was all ephemeral as a rainbow–this sound which had been obscured and 
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 concealed under the other sounds suddenly thundered hollow in her ears  

 and made her look up with an impulse of terror. (15-16) 

This “scale of sounds,” made up from the motion in the yard, initially travels to Mrs. 

Ramsay as a pleasant concert from the outside. But its soothing qualities “suddenly and 

unexpectedly” disappear, replaced by a feeling of intense dread. Woolf speeds from the 

experience of dreariness with the monotonous tone of the waves to a kind of brutality 

brought on by their remorseless rhythm (much like in the passage about the lighthouse on 

pp. 6). In the passage, Mrs. Ramsay’s very sense of the nature of life slips from 

something that is “consoling” and “kindly” to something of “destruction” and “terror.” 

Mrs. Ramsay’s abrupt emotional shift in this passage signifies how the unanticipated 

often swoops in. Through these swarms of impressions upon Mrs. Ramsay (and others), 

Woolf underscores that reality is unpredictable and shows how violence is often 

concealed. The magazine (for the Army and Navy Stores) Mrs. Ramsay reads alone 

points to a surplus of violence in supposedly peaceful times. But Woolf further 

investigates the psychological conditions of a person who conceals to herself the very 

violence that is inflicted upon her. 

It is worth noting that while this emotional shift comes as a surprise to Mrs. 

Ramsay, the text itself seems constantly alert to the possibility of movement. For Woolf, 

like Cixous, “Anticipation is imperative” (Cixous 875). Even before the chorus of sounds 

seems, to Mrs. Ramsay, “like a ghostly roll of drums,” Woolf writes that they “pressed on 

top of her,” that there is a “sharp, sudden bark,” that these noises “tattoo to her thoughts.” 

Though such descriptions evoke a sense of pressure, alarm and discomfort—these are 

sensations that Mrs. Ramsay names to herself as comforting. The wording in the early 
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part of the passage, therefore, suggests the text’s anticipation of the sense of dread that is 

apparently startling to Mrs. Ramsay herself. As Mrs. Ramsay watches James cutting 

shapes from Army and Navy catalogue, she “thought what a delight it would be to her 

should he turn out a great artist; and should he not?” (31). But Mrs. Ramsay’s imagining 

of her son’s artistic potential is stifled by her husband’s pacing. She is apparently 

“relieved to find that the ruin was veiled” when Mr. Ramsay (discussing Charles 

Tansley’s dissertation) stops “deliberately” and says, ironically, that “‘James will have to 

write his dissertation one of these days” (31). At the same instant, the narrator declares 

that “domesticity triumphed; custom crooned its soothing rhythm” (31). It is from this 

moment that I derive the term the rhythm of domesticity to characterize how Mrs. Ramsay 

overwrites the dissonance of her experiences as a house-wife.  

 The rhythm of domesticity appears in the novel at moments when Mrs. Ramsay 

perceives, consciously or unconsciously, the constraints and pressures placed upon her as 

the matriarchal figure in the novel. The rhythm of domesticity is often characterized by 

its soothing, melodious qualities and is frequently expressed in a one-two-three motion.1 

More than any performance of literal domestic chores, the rhythm of domesticity is the 

“effort of merging and flowing and creating…the old familiar pulse… beating…one, two, 

there, one, two, three” (83). In other words, it carries a burden of harmony, or a refusal of 

dissonance. Mrs. Ramsay is repeatedly lulled into passivity by this rhythm (despite her 

flickering desires to resist these constraints), which works through both a suppression of 

unpleasant sensations (of domestic life) as well as through a projection of harmony with 

others and unity with the outside world. Mrs. Ramsay’s tendency toward object-oriented 

                                                
1 The rhythm of domesticity appears, in some form, on pp. 15-16, 31, 49, 56, 65, 83, 115, 130, 139, 141, 
149, 154, 158, and 159. 
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ontological thinking is revealed by her thought, “how if one was alone, one leant to 

inanimate things; trees, streams, flowers; felt like they expressed one; felt they became 

one; felt they knew one, in a sense were one; felt an irrational tenderness thus (she looked 

at that long steady light) as for oneself” (63-64). It is necessary to offer a clarification that 

the novel’s perspective is not Mrs. Ramsay’s—the novel does not agree with the 

supposedly unifying move of objected-oriented ontology nor with her efforts to preserve 

a euphonic, peaceful sense of the world. After all, by insisting that the rhythm of 

domesticity is soothing, Mrs. Ramsay commits herself to a fixed position—and a 

tranquilized, pacified position at that. By refusing agitation, refusing to be stirred, Mrs. 

Ramsay’s experience of the rhythm of domesticity is undeniably one of somnolence, 

stillness, and submission. It is no wonder that Woolf often describes Mrs. Ramsay as 

being “hypnotised” when she is gazing out the window or listening to a cacophony of 

noises, bursting into the house from outside.  

Mrs. Ramsay often experiences the hypnosis of the rhythm of domesticity through 

the “habitual sound” (16) of Mr. Ramsay’s footsteps on the deck, an aural indicator of his 

unrelenting pacing. Within the logic of the novel, then, Mrs. Ramsay is habituated to her 

husband’s linear drive toward a singular truth, and to the extent to which she finds this 

masculine pacing soothing (given its capacities for violence which we have already 

discussed), we might read its calming effects on Mrs. Ramsay as working through 

illusion, or a veiling of reality. This reading is underscored by the definition of the verb, 

to soothe: “To reduce the force or intensity of (a passion, pain, etc.); to render less painful 

or violent; to allay, assuage, mitigate, etc.” (OED). An act of soothing, then, seems 

primarily palliative. Thus, the narrator’s assignment of the word soothing to describe the 
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warbling of domestic life hints at how Mrs. Ramsay copes with the oppressive conditions 

she faces as a Victorian woman and house-wife. As long as she can perceive the pattern 

of her domestic life obligingly, rather than with agitation, she can maintain her status as 

an ideal Victorian woman, keeping up a certain warm and well-tempered disposition. 

Here, it becomes helpful to consider other descriptions of the word in the OED, where to 

soothe means to return something to a state submission and pleasantness: “To bring to a 

calm or composed condition; to affect in a tranquillizing and agreeable manner...To 

render (an animal, a person, the feelings) calm or quiet; to restore to a normally peaceful 

or tranquil condition; to mollify or appease.” The quality of being soothed then, 

compliments precisely those qualities historically demanded of women—to be calm, 

quiet, agreeable.  

Yet Mrs. Ramsay’s movement in the novel is defiant at times. In addition to her 

anti-linear style of reading, Mrs. Ramsay’s character moves in unexpected ways within 

the narrative. Though the reader learns of Mrs. Ramsay’s death in the “Time Passes” 

section, Mrs. Ramsay’s influence on the other characters—and the text itself—persists 

(128). The rhythm of domesticity is perhaps most apparent as Mrs. McNab and Mrs. Bast 

teeter through the abandoned house. The narrator describes how they, “Attended with the 

creaking of hinges and the screeching of bolts, the slamming and banging of damp-

swollen woodwork some rusty laborious birth seemed to be taking place, as the women, 

stooping, rising, groaning, singing, slapped and slammed, upstairs now, now down in the 

cellars. Oh, they said, the work!” (139). As Mrs. McNab cleans the house she, “lurched 

about, dusting, sweeping” (133) and thinks of Mrs. Ramsay who had “lurched, dusting, 

wiping” (130), the rhythm of domesticity arrives in its characteristic one, two, three form. 
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Furthermore, Mrs. McNab remarks that, “Yes, she could see Mrs. Ramsay as she came 

up the drive with the washing” (136). With the verb “see” in its present-tense form, the 

novel affirms that Mrs. Ramsay is still actively impressing upon others. Mrs. Ramsay’s 

lingering, ghostly presence in the dilapidated house signifies activity that resists the 

ultimate stillness: death. Mrs. Ramsay’s past motion in the house—the way she lurched, 

leered, and walked up the drive—move into the present. The narrator of “Time Passes” 

notes that the house is on the brink of caving in and that just “One feather, and the house, 

sinking, falling, would have turned and pitched downwards to the depths of darkness” 

(138). The house does not collapse, however, because “there [is] a force working; 

something not highly conscious; something that leered, something that lurched; 

something not inspired to go about its work with dignified ritual or solemn chanting” 

(139). This undignified force that matches Mrs. Ramsay’s physical movements further 

suggests her pervasive existence in the house. Accordingly, Woolf suggests that by 

refusing to lend voice, or to harmonize, with this traditional anthem of domestic life, the 

women can resist the pressures which bear down upon.  

In Julia Prewitt Brown’s “Virginia Woolf and the Passing of Victorian 

Domesticity”, she posits that, “In being an elegy to the ‘angel in the house,’ To the 

Lighthouse is also an elegy to the house—or to the nineteenth-century domestic interior. 

In part 1, ‘The Window,’ the house acts as a frame for family life through which the 

world of things passes, and the interior is presented historically in terms of the passage of 

generations” (Brown 108). Brown gestures to the effect of the rhythm of domesticity 

when she writes that “In part 2, ‘Time Passes,’ when the decay sets in, it becomes clear 

that the domestic happiness envisioned in part 1 was merely (merely!) a temporary 
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protective cover or mortal disguise, like the shawl that covers the skull in the children’s 

room” (Brown 109). It is worth noting that the he wrapping of the boar’s skull is a 

primary of instance of the rhythm of domesticity given that Mrs. Ramsay wraps it thrice 

with her scarf, hiding its grotesqueness in order to soothe her son (115). Brown 

continues, “The domestic ideal does survive in To the Lighthouse, but it survives in 

abstract form” (Brown 113). Though Brown does not make this point, the rhythm of 

domesticity influences, in important ways, the abstract form to which the novel 

repeatedly returns—Lily’s painting. Crucially, then, the rhythm of domesticity illustrates 

how other women in the novel, not just Mrs. Ramsay, organize the impressions they 

receive. 

The novel makes plain how Lily Briscoe, unmarried, faces a number of pressure 

and constraints as a young woman. While she paints Lily Briscoe tries “to start the tune 

of Mrs. Ramsay in her head,” which she eventually seems to attain when, near the novel’s 

end she begins painting with a “dancing rhythmical movement” with three strikes of the 

canvas (49, 158). Then, Lily’s dancing rhythm is interrupted when recalls Mr. Tansley’s 

oppressive words that women, “Can’t paint, can’t write” (159). But then she picks up the 

rhythm again, though “it was now heavier and went slower, as if it had fallen in with 

some rhythm which was dictated to her…this rhythm was strong enough to bear her 

along with its current” (159). Thus, Woolf reveals how Lily Briscoe seems to be both 

influenced by the memory of Mrs. Ramsay herself, but also more broadly by the rhythm 

of domesticity, which had dictated Mrs. Ramsay’s movement through the world. What is 

it that allows Lily to overcome these constraints? Why does Woolf suggest that she can 
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carry on painting throughout the novel, until she has her vision? What is it that allows 

Lily to solve this problem of (domestic) space that glares out at her?  

Caracciolo makes the important point that “The painting is almost never directly 

described—and this of course marks a significant departure from the tradition of 

ekphrasis. What is described by the text is how Lily relates to the painting while painting 

it; the picture in itself is never described” (Caracciolo 265). This reveals Woolf’s 

emphasis on Lily’s motion of painting (it is the verb rather than the noun that is 

significant). Caracciolo adds that the painting “seems to possess a life of its own: it 

changes with Lily’s attitude toward it” (Caracciolo 266). What Woolf portrays most 

urgently, then, is how Lily moves her painting, and, is moved by her painting. First, there 

is the ostensible physical motion of brushstrokes upon the canvas and the speed of Lily’s 

decisions while she paints, indicated by her “quick decisive stroke[s]” that create 

“running lines” on the canvas, which hint, once more, at the novel’s resistance to 

certainty (158; emphasis mine). Second, Lily’s painting illustrates a resistance to 

continuity: her act of painting is one that starts and stops throughout the novel. Her 

project of painting is punctuated by interruption both because of the meandering style of 

narration within the novel and as Lily’s own sensations and artistic questions cause her to 

momentarily suspend her brush, in thought, before she descends back into the motion of 

painting. This lack of continuity is most obvious when Lily returns to the house and 

decides to re-start the painting that “had been knocking about in her mind all these years” 

(145). A third way that movement is central to Lily’s painting is the way that Lily often 

seems moved by a swarm of impressions when she paints. Finally, there is the elusive 
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nature of Lily’s vision and the fact that her vision, much like the vision that sends Cam 

dashing off, compels her motion throughout the novel. The narrator notes 

Wherever she happened to be, painting, here in a country or in London, the vision 

would come to her, and her eyes, half closing, sought something to base her 

vision on. She looked down the railway carriage, the omnibus; took a line from 

shoulder or cheek; looked at the windows opposite…But always something—it 

might be a face, a voice, a paper boy crying Standard, News—thrust through, 

snubbed her, waked her, required and got in the end an effort of attention, so that 

the vision must be perpetually remade. (181) 

Lily’s vision not only moves about, following her wherever she goes, but it also seems to 

move away from Lily’s grasp, remaining elusive to her for much of the novel. Lily’s 

constant effort to remake this vision embodies Walter Pater’s recommended approach to 

art and life in the conclusion to his book, The Renaissance. “What we have to do,” Pater 

writes, “is to be for ever curiously testing new opinions and courting new impressions, 

never acquiescing in a facile orthodoxy” (Pater 219).  Resistance to orthodoxy and 

convention in the novel, then, is achieved through the perpetual renewal of perception. 

Critically, this mobility of impressions is not only captured by Lily’s art form, but by 

Woolf’s.  

In “The Brown Stocking,” a chapter in his book Mimesis, Erich Auerbach argues 

that “The essential characteristic of the technique represented by Virginia Woolf is that 

we are given not merely one person whose consciousness (that is, the impressions it 

receives) is rendered, but many persons, with frequent shifts from one to the other...[this] 

multiplicity of persons suggests …an endeavor to investigate an objective reality” 
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(Auerbach 536). Auerbach focuses especially on refuting the notion of a single, “real” 

Mrs. Ramsay, thus affirming the novel’s refusal of singularity and endorsement, instead, 

of elusive multiplicity. The kind of abstraction performed by Woolf, like the abstraction 

performed by Lily, counters Mr. Ramsay’s form of abstraction that simply obscures all 

details. The abstraction that the novel endorses is one in which precision is honored by a 

continual re-arrangement or motion, rather than a pre-determined telos. Just as Lily’s 

painting captures the novel’s own formal techniques and its embrace of a Paterian 

mobility of impressions, her painting also underscores the novel’s resistance to linearity. 

This overlap is made especially clear when Lily resumes her painting in the third and 

final portion of the novel. While she paints, she repeatedly interrupts herself by glancing 

up at the sea, wondering where Mr. Ramsay, James and Cam are on their expedition to 

the lighthouse. Woolf emphasizes this lack of continuity as the narrative itself ebbs in this 

final portion—the narrator wavers between the shore and the sea, between Lily painting 

at the house and the family in the boat, headed out to the lighthouse.  

The motion of the Ramsay family sailing toward the lighthouse in the novel’s 

final section also suggests an important feature of movement for Woolf. In “Of Other 

Spaces: Utopias and Heterotopias,” Michel Foucault declares that “The present epoch 

will perhaps be above all the epoch of space. We are in the epoch of simultaneity: we are 

in the epoch of juxtaposition, the epoch of the near and far, of the side-by-side, of the 

dispersed” (Foucault 1) Emphasizing the importance and problems of space, rather than 

time, in modern relations, Foucault identifies what he calls heterotopias: “counter-sites, a 

kind of effectively enacted utopia in which the real sites, all the other real sites that can 

be found within the culture are simultaneously represented, contested, and inverted” 
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(Foucault 6). Foucault outlines several important features of heterotopias, including their 

capacity for paradoxical relations, reflected in his claim that, “The heterotopia is capable 

of juxtaposing in a single real place several spaces, several sites that are in themselves 

incompatible” (Foucault 11). Crucially, Foucault concludes his discussion with a 

consideration of boats as a kind of heterotopia. “The boat is a floating piece of space,” 

Foucault writes, “a place without a place, that exists by itself, that is closed in on itself 

and at the same time is given over to the infinity of the sea and that, from port to port, 

from tack to tack…The ship is the heterotopia par excellence. In civilizations without 

boats, dreams dry up, espionage takes the place of adventure, and the police take the 

place of pirates” (Foucault 16). Woolf’s portrayal of the boat, sailing to the lighthouse, 

anticipates Foucault’s characterization of the boat as the heterotopia in modernity.  

Within the context of the novel, it is clear that boat is a place of possibility, it 

signifies at once the potential and literal movement to the lighthouse. The question of 

ambiguity in the novel’s title seems to play out in this final portion, as they are in fact 

both moving to the lighthouse, and, at the same time, are still aspiring to the condition of 

being at the lighthouse (or, at least, some of them—like Mr. Ramsay are). The boat 

appears as a place of paradox most obviously in the competing desires of those in the 

boat: Mr. Ramsay wants the wind to pick up, the children secretly hope for the opposite. 

At the beginning of the expedition to the lighthouse, the sailboat is hardly moving, “Now 

and then the sails rippled with a little breeze in them, but the ripple ran over them and 

ceased. The boat made no motion at all” (162). Woolf hints again at Mr. Ramsay’s 

distaste for suspense—or possibility—when she writes how Mr. Ramsay “would be 

impatient in a moment, James thought, and Cam thought…He hated hanging about…[he] 
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would never be content until they were flying along” (162). Finally, the boat gains speed, 

gratifying Mr. Ramsay’s desire for linear progress (163). At the same time, however, the 

boat’s speed stirs feelings of possibility within his children:  

  [Cam] began to think, How fast it goes. Where are we going? and the movement 

 hypnotised her, while James, with his eye fixed on the sail and on the horizon, 

 steered grimly. But he began to think as he steered that he might escape; he might 

 be quit of it all. They might land somewhere; and be free then. Both of them, 

 looking at each other for a moment, had a sense of escape and exaltation, what 

 with the speed and the change. But the breeze bred in Mr. Ramsay too the same 

 excitement. (165)  

So, it is not only the children’s desires related to the possibility for speed (or lack thereof) 

that conflict with their fathers, but their very experience of that speed differs. In Mr. 

Ramsay’s excited state, he bellows out the words “perished” and “alone”. These words 

first appear in the novel through Lily Briscoe’s memory: “‘Alone’ she heard him say, 

‘Perished’ she heard him say… like everything else this strange morning the words 

became symbols, wrote themselves all over the grey-green walls” (147). Mr. Ramsay’s 

claim that we each “perish alone” is associated with the “grey-green somnolence” and 

anaesthetization that the novel refutes.2 Of course, a consideration of Mrs. Ramsay’s 

movement, especially in “Time Passes,” reveals how the text debunks such a notion of 

perishing alone. Woolf suggests that one important form of haunting in the novel is the 

way that drowsy and fixed conditions continually coincide with moments of motion and 

agitation to continually shape the text itself.  

                                                
2 This phrase of Mr. Ramsay’s can be found on pp. 147, 165, 167, 169, 191, and 207.  
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Woolf places both the tyrant of convention (Mr. Ramsay) and his counterpoint 

(Cam) inside of the boat. Cam seems to represent, for Woolf, the possibility for speed as 

empowerment. As Cam sits on the boat, she invents a story for herself in which they 

were, “At the same time they were sailing so fast along by the rocks that it was very 

exciting—it seems as if they were doing two things at once; they were eating their lunch 

here in the sun and they were also making for safety in a great storm after a shipwreck” 

(205). Cam’s imagination allows her to create a story that is packed with potential—she 

can slip between these two experiences; remaining constantly in flux. Her narrative, like 

Woolf’s, relies on a refusal to settle on a single interpretation and to, instead, embrace 

motion. Woolf’s own narrative demonstrates this kind of mingling as she, at times, blurs 

the projection and the fact of the motion of the boat as it nears the lighthouse and Lily’s 

projection onto that image. The narrative offers an inverted representation of the boat as 

Lily continually wonders about the boat’s location on the sea while she paints. In fact, the 

narrator notes how “She felt curiously divided, as if one part her were drawn out there—it 

was a still day, hazy; the Lighthouse looked this morning at an immense distance; the 

other had fixed itself doggedly, solidly, here on the lawn” (156). Each of these paradoxes 

and questions of locality emphasize an important aspect of Foucault’s discussion of 

heterotopias: that all of these relations, even ones that conflict and contradict one another, 

occur at once within the heterotopia. Crucially, even the lighthouse itself seems to be a 

kind of heterotopia, or place in which multiple, incompatible realities or perceptions 

converge:  

The Lighthouse was then a silvery, misty-looking tower with a yellow eye, that 

 opened  suddenly, and softly in the evening. Now— James looked at the  
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 Lighthouse. He could see the white-washed rocks; the tower, stark and straight, 

 he could see that it was barred with black and white; he could see windows in it; 

 he could even see washing spread on the rocks to dry. So that was the Lighthouse, 

 was it? No, the other was also the Lighthouse. For nothing was simply one thing. 

 The other Lighthouse was true too. It was sometimes hardly to be seen across the 

 bay. (186)  

This kind of collision and weaving together of impressions is the project of the novel, 

too. This paradoxical simultaneity is critical to the anti-linear and anti-geometric position 

that the novel endorses. Woolf invites the reader, like Cam and Mrs. Ramsay, to move in 

multiple directions at once—to slip, zigzag, and dart about the text.  

Moreover, Woolf’s own writing in To the Lighthouse is an expression of 

unencumbered movement. In Woolf’s essay, “Modern Fiction,” she critiques materialist 

writers for their adherence to prescribed narrative modes and stasis in their craft. Instead, 

Woolf calls for the kind fluidity and movement she identifies in spiritualist writers. She 

raises the question: “Is it not the task of the novelist to convey this varying, this unknown 

and uncircumscribed spirit, whatever aberration or complexity it may display?” (The 

Common Reader 212-213). In the conclusion of the essay, Woolf remarks,  

But any deductions that we may draw from the comparison of two fictions so

 immeasurably far apart are futile save indeed as they flood us with a view of the 

 infinite  possibilities of the art and remind us that there is no limit to the horizon, 

 and that nothing—no ‘method’, no experiment, even of the wildest—is forbidden, 

 but only falsity and pretence. ‘The proper stuff of fiction’ does not exist; 

 everything is the proper stuff of fiction, every feeling, every thought; every 
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 quality of brain and spirit is drawn upon; no perception comes amiss. (The  

 Common Reader 218)  

Woolf’s To the Lighthouse anticipates Cixous’s instruction for women to, “fly the coop, 

take pleasure in jumbling the order of space, in disorienting it, in changing around the 

furniture, dislocating things and values, breaking them all up, emptying structures, and 

turning propriety upside down” (Cixous 887). Thus, Woolf posits that with deft defiance 

women can invert hierarchical organizations of space—can resist geometrical 

confinement—and move beyond masculine constructions whose foundations are laid by 

myths of certainty, singularity, and Truth.   
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“There, There”: The Distancing of Pain in The Satanic Verses 

Instead we begin to sense that old authority cannot simply be replaced by new authority, 
but that new alignments made across borders, types, nations, and essences are rapidly 
coming into view, and it is those new alignments that now provoke and challenge the 
fundamentally static notion of identity that has been the core of cultural thought during 
the era of imperialism… This opposition implies two different perspectives, two 
historiographies, one linear and subsuming, the other contrapuntal and often nomadic. 

—Edward Said  
 

In The Satanic Verses, Salman Rushdie, like Woolf, performs a resistance to 

stabilization, certainty, continuity, and geometry. My second chapter will explore how 

Rushdie’s presentation of hybrid, un-rooted forms demonstrates how acts of sympathy 

and solidarity are made possible in motion. In other words, I will argue that The Satanic 

Verses offers an anti-colonial resistance by presenting an ethic of mobility.  

Salman Rushdie has called The Satanic Verses “a book of journeys" (Joseph 

Anton 67). In an interview with the London Consortium, Rushdie says: 

I thought the book itself was conceived as one which constantly metamorphosed. 

 It keeps turning into another kind of book. Certainly, from my point of view, that 

 was technically one of the biggest gambles. Because I couldn’t be sure that the 

 readers would come along for the ride. It was something which could be irritating. 

 Imagine that you’re reading a certain kind of book and you’re suddenly stuck with 

 another kind of book. (Kundu & Ray, 197) 

Movement, then, is an inescapable fact of the novel. The elusive quality that Rushdie 

imagines the book has to its reader—how it constantly moves away from identification—

is but one instance of motion in The Satanic Verses. Rushdie presents a world that is 

packed with rapid movements from the opening scene, which begins in medias res, with 

the novel’s two protagonists Gibreel Farishta and Saladin Chamcha plunging toward the 
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English Channel after the aircraft they were travelling in has defected and exploded. 

These men, both migrants from Bombay to London, are just two of the novel’s many 

migrant characters. The novel itself makes great leaps in space (and time), traversing the 

cities of Bombay, London, and the fictional city of Jahilia. Furthermore, The Satanic 

Verses consists of three main narrative strands (the story of Gibreel and Saladin, the story 

of Mahound, and the story of Ayesha) all which repeatedly intersect, or move into, one 

another. Collision and the speed of collision are important in shaping the novel, even and 

especially its formal strategies: the text repeatedly performs fusions of language by 

playfully eliminating spaces between words on the page and by calling different 

characters by the same name (for instance, Ayesha, Bilal, Hind, Khalid, Mishal, and 

Salman). 

The narrator repeatedly describes characters who are “rushing” from one place to 

another.3 Included in the nearly two-dozen descriptions of characters rushing about, the 

text also references “rush-hour” on numerous occasions, thus stressing traffic and the 

speed of collisions (see pp. 296, 339, 347, 556). The novel repeatedly points to speed and 

rapidly shifting conditions, but, early on, the narrator instructs the reader to “slow down,” 

retorting, “You think Creation happens in a rush? So then, neither does revelation” (6). 

The narrator’s early invitation for reduced speed is important because it hints at how the 

novel invites reconsideration despite its rapidity. Furthermore, this cheeky comment 

anticipates how The Satanic Verses moves quickly and mischievously between sacred 

and profane spaces: Rushdie makes a point of revealing differences between capital “C” 

creation and re-creations and what he calls “secular reincarnations” (17). No matter if the 

                                                
3 See, for instance, pp. 126, 159, 179, 446, 462. 
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rebirths are holy or blasphemous, however, the novel makes clear one common fact: that 

the (re-)creation of life can be undone, at times instantaneously. For one, the speed of 

various deaths in the novel ironizes, in a tragic way, acts of creation that are presumed to 

be stable by gesturing to the precarity of life.  

Let us consider, for instance, the speed of Gibreel’s death by suicide at the 

conclusion of the novel, that happens before Saladin could even “move a finger” (560). 

Gibreel’s schizophrenia accelerates throughout the novel, a fact which is made apparent 

both by the mounting rapidity with which he enters his hallucinations by the end of the 

novel and by his quickened mortality. The narrator’s description that “Gibreel had been 

literally fasting to death during his ‘angel period’, and the medical opinion was that 

starvation had contributed in no small degree to his hallucinations” makes clear how his 

death was hastened. (351; emphasis mine). Similarly, Gibreel’s lover, the British 

mountain-climber Alleluia (nicknamed Allie) Cone expresses that she “never lost the 

sense that some awful disaster was lurking just around the corner -- a legacy, this, of her 

father's and sister's sudden deaths” the novel emphasizes the uncertain conditions of life 

with its sudden, though recurring, arrival of death (320). These moments are often 

punctuated by haste, like when “the bad news telegram arrived” for Saladin that told him: 

“FATHER GOING FAST + IF DESIROUS OF SEEING BETTER MOVE IT + N 

CHAMCHAWALA (MRS)” (525). The speed with which Saladin learns of his father’s 

death anticipates the descriptions of speed at the actual moment of his death when 

Saladin sees “the sudden green jaggedness of the pulse on the monitor screen” (545). 

Although Saladin’s father had been sick with cancer for years, and in this way his death 

was slow, Rushdie gestures to how the fact of death may still jolt us, may still feel 
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sudden, even when we can expect it. Moreover, it is noteworthy that, “At no point in his 

dying did Changez Chamchawala speak the name of God” (545). Thus, Rushdie presents 

the contingency of death, and especially the death of Saladin’s father, as a counter to the 

desire for stable, unquestionable narratives enforced by religion. 

Secondly, the novel continually emphasizes that re-creation is never complete, 

and in this way we are constantly being undone, redone, and moved by personal, social, 

political, and historical currents. Rushdie’s critique of the “idea of the self as being 

(ideally) homogenous, non-hybrid, ‘pure’” is demonstrated through the speed of 

Gibreel’s and Saladin’s redefinition as migrants (442). The novel reveals how the men 

both redefine themselves, and are redefined by others, once they appear in a new place. 

Of course, Saladin’s move to England begins long before he actually arrives there in 

person, when he fantasizes about its grandeur as a child, even changing his name from 

Salahuddin Chamchawala to Saladin Chamcha to initiate his escape from his father 

whom “he became desperate to leave” (37). While describing the children’s game that is 

often called “grandmother’s footsteps” or statues, the narrator tells us that, “In his secret 

heart, he crept silently up on London, letter by letter…Ellowen deeowen London” (37; 

emphasis Rushdie’s). Though Saladin aims to “recreate his old existence” (433), the 

novel presents his repeated attempts to repress and deny the fact of his Indianness as a 

failed project, indicated by the moments when his past comes “bubbling”—or burbling—

up (34). On the airplane to London, after the shock of his Bombay accent re-surfacing 

when he asks for “one whiskysoda” Saladin says to himself, “Damn you, India…To hell 

with you, I escaped your clutches long ago…you cannot drag me back” (35). But the 

novel drags Saladin back to India repeatedly. When Saladin returns to India to visit his 
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dying father at the end of the novel, it is apparent how the plot of the novel itself has 

dragged him to this point of return (although the novel is also alert to the “impossibility 

of return” (442)).  

The novel illustrates how, despite how Saladin strains to wriggle free from the 

hold of his past, his denials are denied. Saladin, in fact, seems unable to wrestle with the 

fastness of his past. For instance, when he feels “the past rush in like a tide, drowning 

him, filling his lungs with its revenant saltiness” he thinks to himself, “I’m not myself 

today” (65; emphasis Rushdie’s). Saladin simultaneously refuses to reconcile his past and 

present selves and is “bemused at the rapidity with which, once again, his life had begun 

to change” (552; emphasis mine). Both Saladin and Gibreel deny the fact of rapid 

transition (especially as verb, rather than noun) in their lives: Gibreel, “for all his stage-

name and performances; and in spite of born-again slogans, new beginnings, 

metamorphoses; — has wished to remain, to a large degree, continuous,” whereas 

Saladin wills himself to be re-born, believing he can be a “creature of selected 

discontinuities” (441; emphases Rushdie’s). Tellingly, Gibreel also attempts to turns his 

back on the reality of history in a move that mirrors Saladin’s characteristic turning away 

from the ocean view at the very end of the novel: “Turning his back on the sea, blotting 

out the bad memory in order to make room for the next things, passionate as always for 

newness, he would have planted (had he owned one) a flag, to claim in the name of 

whoknowswho this white country, his new-found land” (135). The passage reveals 

Rushdie’s stress on how disappearance from one place can mean an erasure of memory 

for the departed. This fact of physical distance as a catalyst for the erasure of the past has 

strong implications for movement on a global scale in the novel. For instance, as S.S. 
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Sisodia, the film-producer who hits Gibreel with his car, points out, the English don’t 

know “their hiss hiss history,” because it “happened overseas” (353). This kind of 

imagined distance from the past is what the novel strains against, for it obscures both past 

and present forms of violence. This impulse to erasure, for Rushdie, is never justified. 

The text makes clear how experiences fail to end, even after they are ostensibly “over.” 

Despite our attempts to shun it, to blot it out, or to turn from it, the past comes 

“[bubbling] up” (34). 

Notably, moments of pain and trauma seem especially fit to maneuver our sense 

of the present: they both seem to drag on in the moment and, later, rush in from the past. 

Rushdie signals this from the novel’s start when Gibreel and Saladin experience “blast 

delirium” (7) from the shock of plummeting through the sky. The narrator describes how, 

“the two men, Gibreelsaladin Faristhachamcha” were “condemned to this endless but also 

ending angelicdevilish fall” (5). The fall is “endless” not only because it feels impossibly 

long (what, according to the laws of physics must have lasted for mere seconds, Rushdie 

drags out for the full first eight pages of the novel. In this stretch, the falling pair 

converse, sing to each other, embrace, and actually slow their fall until they are “floating 

down to the Channel like scraps of paper in a breeze” (10)) but also because what 

happens during the fall seems to have a lasting, permanent effect on both Gibreel and 

Saladin. The speed of their influence on one another as a result of the fall, which seems to 

be a direct result of the disorienting nature of the fall itself, is made clear by the narrator’s 

fusion of their names (“Gibreelsaladin Faristhachamcha”) and the way the two men 

tumble through the air, together, “becoming metamorphic, hybrid, as if [Saladin] were 

growing into the person whose head nestled now between his legs and whose legs were 
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wrapped around his long, patrician neck” (7). This entanglement from the shared 

experience of trauma persists beyond the fall itself as two men remain important forces in 

one another’s lives, even after they are separated post-fall.  

  This separation comes when the immigration officers arrive at the door of Rosa 

Diamond, the elderly Englishwoman who brings Saladin and Gibreel in from the beach 

after their fall. Saladin pleads with the police, assuring them “I’m Maxim. Maxim Alien”; 

though Saladin was referring to his role on British television, a claim to his belonging in 

England, the officers see him only as alien in the sense of being foreign (144). After he is 

arrested, the  “unarguable horns” that sprout on Saladin’s head show the “power of 

description” that is explained to Saladin by the detainee in the sanatorium who appears as 

a manticore with “an entirely human body…[and the] head of a ferocious tiger”, insisting 

that he has been dehumanized along with others in the center by those, outside, who 

control the narrative (145, 174, 173). The unwilling metamorphosis of Saladin and the 

others in the sanatorium is emphasized by the narrative’s admission that Saladin 

sometimes has “no option” but to perform the role that others have cast him in (165). The 

racism of the immigration officers indicates how the effects of colonialism are working in 

the present and are not, in fact, past. The Manichaean control of black/brown bodies by 

white bodies in the novel, such as the police raid on Club Hot Wax or the brutality of the 

immigration officers when they refuse to believe that Saladin is British, make plain how 

the violence of colonialism moves from the past into modern geographies.  

 Virilio, like Rushdie, is aware of how the past rushes into the present just as our 

perception in the present moment shapes and moves the past: “History,” Virilio asserts, 

“is but a persistent perception of the kinetics of vanished bodies; inversely, bodies can 
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appear as vehicles of history, as its dynamic vectors” (Virilio 57). This description 

resonates especially with the scene where Chamcha overhears a mother’s cries from 

“what sounded like the end of a painful labour” in the sanatorium. After the sound of a 

new-born’s cry erupts, Saladin thinks it is over but when the howls quickly resume he 

realizes she is giving birth to twins. The narrator describes how the woman’s “birth-

agony refused to end,” and, “for what seemed like an endless time she continued to add 

new babies to the already improbable numbers marching, like conquering armies, from 

her womb” (171). This image of unrelenting birth—especially for its description of 

pain—is crucial for reading the novel as a whole. Of course, the scene underscores 

endless motion as a fact of life, and particularly modern, cosmopolitan life, in which 

things (peoples, stories, ideas) travel and travel quickly, “because nothing takes a long 

time anymore” (295). The description not only demonstrates the existence of speed in the 

modern world, but reveals some if its effects. For one, there is a gesture towards the 

sometimes cruel fact of motion itself—that despite the intensity and endurance of pain 

you experience, things move forward, or move on. In a different way, the depiction of 

this birthing reveals a kind of cruelty by suggesting how pain can distort or slow our 

sense of time: the woman’s excruciation seems interminable.  

Considering the woman who generates “conquering armies” that march forth from 

her womb, it becomes necessary to examine how these armies might produce a sense of 

migrant “conquest.” The anxiety about such invasions of the natural order within state are 

made clear by the fact that Saladin hears this woman’s “birth-agony” in the sanatorium, 

just after he regains consciousness, and his bearings, after he is beaten and knocked-out 

by the immigration police. The officers know that Saladin’s story about what happen will 
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be invalidated: “[I]t’s nine against one,” they say, “we can fix the tale later” (169). This 

notion of fixing the story, retroactively, is significant. The fact that the officers have the 

power to cover-up their superfluous violence by making their report “correct” is obvious. 

The very fact that the officers get to offer a report reveals another perhaps less obvious, 

sign of their immobilizing power: that their account will be privileged as the story and in 

this way it will become fixed, secured, immovable. By violently detaining Saladin, and 

covering it up, the mobilized officers seem to act as vectors that intensify the stabilizing, 

stilling force of colonialism.  

In his chapter from The Wretched of the Earth, “On Violence”, Franz Fanon 

emphasizes the conditions of immobility that the colonizer imposes on the colonized. He 

asserts that the colonized world—“a world divided in two”—relies upon binaries and 

boundaries (Fanon 3). Later on, he refers to the colony as a “A world compartmentalized, 

Manichaean and petrified, a world of statues” (Fanon 15). “The first thing the colonial 

subject learns,” he writes, “is to remain in his place and not overstep its limits. Hence the 

dreams of the colonial subject are muscular dreams, dreams of action, dreams of 

aggressive vitality. I dream I am jumping, swimming, running, and climbing. I dream I 

burst out laughing, I am leaping across a river and chased by a pack of cars that never 

catches up with me” (Fanon 15). The colonized subject aspires toward conditions of 

speed and, in particular, fantasizes about the exercise of an undaunted kinetic body as a 

mode of resistance to the stilling, stabilizing force of colonization. Fanon elaborates on 

the posture that the colonized assumes in response to this violence:  

He patiently waits for the colonist to let his guard down and then jumps on him. 

 The muscles of the colonized are always tensed. It is not that he is anxious or 
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 terrorized, but he is always ready to change his role as game for that of hunter. 

 The colonized subjected is a persecuted man who is forever dreaming of 

 becoming the persecutor. (Fanon 16)  

In other words, the colonized subject remains couchant—ready to pounce—at any 

moment. In the opening scene of The Satanic Verses, Gibreel seems to perform Fanon’s 

description of the colonized subject’s dream movements as he tumbles through the air 

alongside Saladin:  

Gibreel, the tuneless soloist, had been cavorting in moonlight as he sang his 

 impromptu gazal, swimming in air, butterfly-stroke, breast-stroke, bunching 

 himself into a ball, spreadeagling himself against the almost-infinity of the 

 almost-dawn, adopting heraldic postures, rampant, couchant, pitting levity against 

 gravity. (3)  

Not only does Gibreel swim through the air, but he takes up a “rampant, couchant” 

position. These two phrases, in particular, indicate how Gibreel’s fall at the opening of 

the novel signify his embodiment of a Fanonian resistance. The migrant, hurtling toward 

the English ground, represents a “diplomacy in motion, in rage, which contrasts strangely 

with the petrified, motionless world of colonization” (Fanon 37). In “Interrogating 

Identity” from Homi Bhabha’s The Location of Culture, Bhabha raises the question of 

whether politics can exist “without the dream of perfectibility.” He argues that “Unlike 

Fanon, I think that the non-dialectical moment of Manichaeanism suggest an answer. By 

following the trajectory of colonial desire – in the company of the bizarre colonial figure, 

the tethered shadow – it becomes possible to cross, even to shift the Manichaean 

boundaries” (Bhabha 88). Both Gibreel and Saladin—although they migrate across 
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national boundaries—fail to perform a shift of Manichaean borders. Their inability or 

unwillingness to negotiate an identity that is liminal and transversal is evident in 

Gibreel’s loss of sanity (especially in the later parts of the novel) and in Saladin’s 

repeated attempts to deny his history. Both men fail to confront the migratory nature of 

their reality, stubbornly refusing to accept the fact of rapid transition (as verb, rather than 

noun) in their lives. Yet, transgression, as I’ve been discussing, is precisely the trajectory 

of The Satanic Verses itself. In fact, Bhabha admits that “many of my ideas on ‘migrant’ 

and minority space have sparked off by the novels of Salman Rushdie” (Bhabha xxvii).  

 One such space in The Satanic Verses is Club Hot Wax, the underground 

nightclub in London, formerly called the “Black-An-Tan,” which blasts “hip-hop and 

hindi-pop” (300, 301). The club, frequented by migrants and minorities, evokes 

resistance to the supposedly distant force of colonialism. Even the prior name of the club 

gestures to counterinsurgency; as Paul Brians identifies in his scrupulous online notes on 

The Satanic Verses, “Aside from its obvious racial associations, the name is the term 

assigned by the Irish independence movement to the occupying British soldiers based on 

their uniforms: “the Black and Tans” (Brians). Moreover, Rushdie’s description of Club 

Hot Wax inverts the Manichaean divide. Whereas (as Fanon identifies) the colonial order 

has a stilling, compartmentalizing effect, the nightclub is packed with energy and frenetic 

movement. Club Hot Wax, is known, after all, for melting-down the wax figurines of 

various racist British politicians. At the club, the sharp divisions of the Manichaean 

“world of statues” are, literally, melted away.  

 Club Hot Wax actively resists the stilling effects of colonialism in numerous other 

important ways. For instance, the existence of Club Hot Wax reasserts the proximity and 
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immediacy of Britain’s colonial past within its current cosmopolitan landscape. This 

insistence that, despite the pseudo-ending of colonialism, that there still is a need to resist 

the fact of colonization, is critical. The very fact that the club exists indicates how what is 

apparently past cannot, and should not be, be partitioned from the present. This blurring 

of apparent boundaries is further emphasized with Rushdie’s description that  

The migrants of the past, as much the living dancers’ ancestors as their own flesh 

 and blood, gyrate stilly while Pinkwalla rants toasts raps up on the stage, ‘Now-

 mi-feel-indigniation-when-dem-immigration-when-dem-make-insuation-we-no-

 part-of-a-de-nation-an-mi-make-proclamation-a-de-true-situation-how-we-make-

 contribution-since-de-Rome-Occupation. (301; emphasis Rushdie’s) 

The DJ Pinkwalla’s comment that migrants have impacted British culture since the time 

that the Roman empire colonized England (in the first century) hints at how cultures 

continually move. This passage suggests the cultural collisions that come with conquest 

and also signals how cultural identity itself is moved, or continually re-constituted, as 

various cultures collide and influence one another. Of course, as I have been discussing, 

Rushdie reveals how in Britain these cultural reconstitutions are often shaped by an 

impulse to deny this very kind of influence.   

The passage points to a kind of gyration that happens without the grinding of hips, 

eliciting a kind of gyration that occurs, in fact, without any physical movement. As the 

narrator notes, it is not only the dancers in Club Hot Wax but their ancestors who gyrate 

to Pinkwalla’s rap. Therefore, the mention of “bodies shaking themselves, singly, in 

pairs, in threes, moving towards possibilities,” can be read not just as for its obvious 

explanation of how the clubbers cluster on the dancefloor but also for its crucial 
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suggestion of genealogical movement (300). Accordingly, the appearance of bodies in 

pairs and threes suggests how individual bodies are influenced by relatives who are twice 

or thrice removed.  

The narrator describes “these forms frozen in their attitudes amid the frenzied 

dancers”, asking, “What are they? —Why, waxworks, nothing more. —Who are they?—

History” (301). This designation is particularly important given Pinkwalla’s statement 

about “‘The fire this time’” stands as a clear allusion to James Baldwin’s The Fire Next 

Time, an epistolary narrative in which Baldwin implores his young nephew to “Know 

whence you came. If you know whence you came there really is no limit to where you 

can go” (Baldwin 8). This instance of intertextuality clarifies two of the novels most 

urgent critique: first of all that “To accept one’s past—one’s history—is not the same 

thing as drowning in it; it is learning how to use it” (Baldwin 81). Neither of Rushdie’s 

primary protagonists demonstrate this call for acceptance, as mentioned earlier, Gibreel 

drowns in his history while Saladin denies his. Secondly, Baldwin’s claim that the 

oppressors are “still trapped in a history which they do not understand,” emphasizes S.S. 

Sisodia’s comment that the English fail to understand their own history (Baldwin 8).  

Thus, Rushdie suggests that it is precisely this intimacy with their genealogical 

history that catalyzes the dancers’ movement “towards possibilities.” Conversely, the 

wax figure of Margaret Thatcher is melted “from the inside out, crumpling into 

formlessness” (301). The club-goers destruction of the wax-figurine of a politician who 

undoubtedly holds the “power of description” mentioned by the manticore in the 

sanatorium, symbolizes a resistance to invented history; as Baldwin articulates “An 

invented past can never be used; it cracked and crumbles under the pressures of life like 
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clay in a season of drought” (Baldwin 81). Of course, at Club Hot Wax, people speed to 

crumple and dissolve such symbols of invented past. The impatience for these “avatars of 

Legree” emphasizes how Club Hot Wax stands as an example of counter-habitation, as 

described by Edward Said in Culture and Imperialism. Said writes that  

Virilio suggests that the modernist project of liberating language/speech (la 

 liberation de la parole) has a parallel in the liberation of critical spaces—

 hospitals, universities, theaters, factories, churches, empty buildings; in both, the 

 fundamental transgressive act is to inhabit the normally uninhabited. As 

 examples, Virilio cites the cases of people whose current status is the 

 consequence either of decolonization (migrant workers, refuges, Gastarbeiter) or 

 of major demographic and political shifts (Blacks, immigrants, urban squatters, 

 students, popular insurrections, etc.) These constitute a real alternative to the 

 authority of the state. (Said 326) 

The threat that Club Hot Wax, as a successful cite of counter-habituation and anti-

colonization, poses to the state’s authority becomes evident in the novel during the 

ruthless raid of the club by the police. In an essay entitled, “‘The Satanic Verses’ as a 

Cinematic Narrative,” Nicholas D. Rombes catalogs the use of cinematic language in the 

novel and also explores the different qualities between the narrator's way of seeing and 

the camera’s way of seeing. Rombes argues that “the narrator’s vision entertains 

questions about the nature of what he sees, while the camera’s vision is so constricting 

and limited that it can only perceive and record what it sees….Rushdie highlights this 

dichotomy in order to explore the potential danger of ‘one way of seeing’ suggested by 

the camera perspective” (Rombes 51, 52). Rombes’s acknowledgement of the camera’s 
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limitations are crucial, although he neglects to discuss why such a limited, singular form 

of vision may be dangerous. For instance, Rombes’ comment that the camera can “only 

perceive and record what it sees” seems to forget that the camera, in fact, is sometimes 

posited as being unable to perceive the very thing it records. Rushdie writes that when the 

helicopter is “urinating light in long golden streams; the camera understands this image” 

(469). However, when the camera “sees something burning in the middle distance: a car, 

a shop. It cannot understand, or demonstrate, what any of this achieves. These people are 

burning their own streets” (471). It appears, therefore, that the camera is capable only of 

making sense of images that involve “The machine of state bearing down its on enemies” 

(469). The narrator describes that: 

The reporter speaks gravely; petrolbombs  plasticbullets  policeinjuries 

watercannon looting, confining himself, of course, to facts. But the camera sees 

what he does not say. A camera is a thing easily broken or purloined; its fragility 

makes it fastidious. A camera requires law, order, the thin blue line. Seeking to 

preserve itself, it remains behind the shielding wall, observing the shadow-hands 

from afar, and of course from above: that is, it chooses sides. (470)  

The personified camera only seems capable of siding with the “law” and thus it exists as 

an apparatus to the state, pushing a particular narrative that works to preserve a stabilized 

truth. The camera’s “power of description” is demonstrated through the subjective 

descriptors that are slipped into the camera’s supposedly objective mode of seeing. For 

instance, the camera notes the “strange” quality of the melted wax models being carried 

out of the building, watching them with “distaste,” and views Pinkwalla, John Muslama, 

and Anahita Sufyan “criminal types” and “delinquent[s]” (470). On the other hand, the 
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camera sees Inspector Stephen Kinch “for what he is: a good man in an impossible job. A 

father, a man who likes his pint” (470). Of course, the camera has no way of discerning 

these personal attributes from what is literally there (although it still claims to capture the 

scene, matter-of-factly, as what it “is”). Accordingly, Rushdie offers this moment of 

absurdity to illustrate how the camera operates as an apparatus of the state that privileges 

a narrative consistent with its economic and political agenda above all else. The camera’s 

apparent sympathy for Inspector Kinch takes on an added significance with his 

description that, “These kids don’t know how lucky they are, he suggests...Africa, Asia, 

the Caribbean: now those are places with real problems. Those are places where people 

might have grievances worth respecting” (470). The inspector’s dismissal of these 

grievances is another example (along with the violence inflicted on Saladin by the police) 

of how the state’s narrative obscures local experiences of pain by insisting that “true” 

violence only occurs elsewhere.  

 Rushdie suggests that the television camera lens zooms in and out according to 

the images that the state wishes to illuminate. This zooming of the lens suggests how 

various violences against marginalized are sped over, skipped, and minimized within 

state-sanctioned narratives. Crucially, Rushdie’s description that Inspector Kinch feels 

“emboldened by the lights and the patient, silent lenses,” reveals how the camera silences 

enunciations of pain as it zooms past (470). Even though camera does see “stretchers, 

ambulances, pain,” it does not see people in pain, nor does it provide any picture of who 

those people are (470). By zooming out and obscuring such significant particularities, the 

camera renders those suffering invisible.   
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However, Rushdie gestures to the “places which the camera cannot see” in order 

to hint that there is another form of vision that may illuminate narratives beyond this 

narrow scope (472). Accordingly, he utilizes the television camera as a metaphor for the 

kind of singular vision that the novel works to disrupt. This attempt at disruption is 

further indicated through the formal aspects of this section which enlist a series of “cuts” 

literally break up, on the page, the way of seeing that the camera performs. Not only is 

the camera’s capacity to see limited, but the camera’s vision is, in fact, “less gifted than 

the human eye” (469). This is because, as Glissant recognizes, the human eye can is 

capable of errant investigation of other’s perspectives, it can “[plunge] into the opacities 

of that part of the world to which he has access” (Glissant  192). For Glissant, 

“Generalization is totalitarian: from the world it chooses one side of the reports, one set 

of ideas, which it sets apart from the others and tries to impose by exporting as a model. 

The thinking of errantry conceives of totality but willingly renounces any claims to sum it 

up or to possess it” (Glissant 20-21). Thus, Glissant’s notion of détournement offers a 

way to counter the totalizing, epic perspective that the camera privileges.  

This resistance to the state’s totalitarian narrative is performed by Antionette 

Roberts, the mother of the black activist who is arrested for the Granny Ripper murders, 

Dr. Uhuru Simba. Inspector Kinch’s “power of description” is highlighted once more 

when he offers an account of Uhuru Simba death’s. Rushdie writes, “The dead man’s 

minuscule mother, Antoinette Roberts…was not slow to seize upon Inspector Kinch’s 

words and hurl them back into his florid, loose-chinned, impotent face” (464). Antionette 

Roberts’s resistance to the state’s narrative, her refusal to “succumb to the pictures they 

construct” is made clear in her word-hurtling response to Kinch’s announcement, and the 
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fact that she goes on to fight for her son’s acquittal. Given her obviously massive resolve, 

this mention of Antionette Roberts’s “minuscule” size is particularly important. The 

descriptor could, of course, refer to her stature but it seems to gesture, most of all, to the 

small amount of power afforded to her. Rushdie’s suggestion that she is miniscule, then, 

gestures to the way that her side of the story is often minimized, or dismissed.  

 Given that scale is often a function of distance (i.e. things appear smaller when 

further away) we can understand how this minimization of pain resonates with the 

obvious attempts to distance experiences of pain elsewhere in the novel. This is apparent, 

for example, through Saladin’s own attempts to distance himself from his past, and also 

through the repeated denial of the immediacy and proximity of the conditions of pain and 

violence on larger scales. For instance, when Saladin returns home to Bombay, he sees,  

On the street corner the usual neighbourhood kids, with whom his relations had 

 never been good, were bouncing a football off a lamppost. One of them, an evil-

 looking piggy-eyed lout of nine or ten, pointed an imaginary video remote control 

 at Chamcha and yelled: "Fast forward!" His was a generation that believed in 

 skipping life's boring, troublesome, unlikable bits, going fast-forward from one 

 action-packed climax to the next. (416)  

The novel investigates the tendencies of this “fast-forward” generation, though it suggests 

that this desire to skip-over the unpleasantries of the world belongs not only to the 

younger generations.  

The novel jolts its reader through its style of narration by performing precisely the 

fast-forwarding impulse that it critiques. Rushdie displays, in particular, the desire to 

speed past the facts of violence, or the fact of history. Having already discussed the speed 
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of various deaths in the novel, let us now consider the role of narration, specifically, in 

relation to the speed of such deaths: The text’s self-conscious performance of apathy is 

made clear when the narrator writes “Naima Najmuddin died. A bus hit her and that was 

that” and “Three hundred and sixty wait for Mahound, knowing they are not to be spared. 

And are not: but let’s not waste time there. Statues fall; stone breaks; what’s to be done is 

done” (20, 386). Through the narrator’s matter of fact tone (“that was that”, “what’s to be 

done is done”), the text demonstrates an apparent disinterest with these moments of 

violence. As the narrator ushers the reader along, it is clear that the speed of death in The 

Satanic Verses involves not only the abrupt arrival of death for many characters, but also 

the hasty considerations of these deaths. Rushdie invites a sense of dissonance in the 

reader by juxtaposing undeniably violent accounts with the narrator’s glaring impatience 

for even discussing such violences. In so doing, the text calls attention to the slipperiness 

of conventional attitudes towards pain—urging its reader to consider the pain of others 

with a more focused attention.  

Virilio warns against the kind of progress that marches on at full-speed-ahead, 

because he recognizes that this lust for infinite, definite, linear advancement is a direct 

consequence of State, and especially military, control. Discussing the danger of “‘the 

nation on the march,’” he claims that, “The reality of power in [the] first modern State 

appears beyond the accumulation of violence as an accumulation of movement” (Virilio 

54, 53). Through a discussion of logistics, Virilio identifies how war-time technologies 

become absorbed into the every-day life of the consumer, turning citizens “into unknown 

soldiers of the order of speeds—speeds whose hierarchy is controlled more and more 

each day by the State (headquarters), from the pedestrian to the rocket, from the 
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metabolic to the technological” (136-137; emphasis Virilio’s). The widespread 

consumption of the war machine, to Virilio, allows plainly for the extension of violence. 

“The reduction of distances,” Virilio writes, “has become a strategic reality bearing 

incalculable economic and political consequences, since it corresponds to the negation of 

space” (Virilio 149). For Virilio, the plane is a “paradoxical object, simultaneously 

explosive and implosive, the new war machine combines a double disappearance: the 

disappearance of matter in nuclear disintegration and the disappearance of places in 

vehicular extermination” (150, emphasis Virilio’s).  

In this vein, Virilio’s analysis of the airplane becomes particularly important 

within the context of flight and air-travel in Rushdie’s novel. In her article, “Migrancy, 

the Cosmopolitan Intellectual, and the Global City in The Satanic Verses,” Gillian Gane 

notes how “Aircraft are repeatedly envisaged as progenitive: a plane is ‘a seed-pod giving 

up its spores, an egg yielding its mystery’ (4); it is a ‘flying womb’ or ‘a metal phallus,’ 

its passengers ‘spermatozoa waiting to be spilt’ (Gane 22). Significantly, in Culture and 

Imperialism Said describes that, “In England by the late nineteenth century, imperialism 

was considered to the well-being of British fertility and of motherhood in particular” 

(Said 107). Rushdie’s presentation of womb-armies suggests how the association 

between virility and British domination, identified by Said, has moved well beyond the 

nineteenth century. Thus, the crying woman’s birthing contractions coincide the violent 

contraction of global spaces that comes with the introduction of speed: the world is 

“shrinking” because we are getting faster.  

Gane is certainly aware of this fact as she describes Rushdie’s work as “a novel 

about a world in motion, about the postcolonial migrant condition, about the coming 
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together of incompatible realties in the global city” (Gane 18). She emphasizes Rushdie’s 

presentation of “‘air-space’ and declares that declaring that “the element of this novel is 

air” (Gane 19). Certainly, the centrality air travel and its possibilities are a central 

consideration of the text, a fact which is made by clear from the novel’s opening:  

Up there in air-space, in that soft, imperceptible field which had been made 

 possible by the century and which, thereafter, made the century possible, 

 becoming one of its defining locations, the place of movement and of war, the 

 planet-shrinker and power-vacuum, most insecure and transitory of zones, 

 illusory, discontinuous, metamorphic,—because when you throw everything up in 

 the air anything becomes possible. (5)  

Gane analyzes the line, "We are creatures of air, Our roots in dreams And clouds, reborn 

In flight," arguing that “This turns upside-down traditional perceptions of humans as 

earthbound, with fixed identities rooted in "solid ground" and in the particular territory of 

"home"; paradoxically, people's roots are in dreams and clouds, and—prefiguring a 

central theme of the novel—people are "reborn In flight" (Gane 20). At various moments 

in her essay, Gane mentions the novel’s inversions and upheavals, showing how the text 

resists the quality of rootedness. “At the heart of The Satanic Verses,” she writes, “is the 

enterprise of imagining how migrants change in the course of migration, an enterprise 

that raises wide-ranging questions about the nature of identity in a mobile, multiple, 

interconnected world” (Gane 25). She cites “In Good Faith,” an essay where Rushdie 

reflects on The Satanic Verses and his life after its publication, drawing attention to 

Rushdie’s comment that the novel offers “a migrant's-eye view of the world. It is written 

from the very experience of uprooting, disjuncture and metamorphosis (slow or rapid, 
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painful or pleasurable) that is the migrant condition [. . .]" (Gane 18). She insists that the 

mobility of the novel is presented “in tension with a discourse-valorizing continuity, 

stability, and identity” and points out how “we are repeatedly reminded that this is a 

provisional way of looking at the world, only one of several possible discursive 

constructions” (Gane 19, 32). Clearly, Gane offers a number of sharp, crucial insights, 

though she perhaps over-emphasizes the importance of air. Though she acknowledges 

there are several possible ways to look at the world, she seems to forget the fact that there 

are several possible ways to move in the world, too. While air is, undeniably, an 

important element in the novel it is by no means the element of the novel.  

 Virilio’s arguments from Speed and Politics demonstrate why motion through all 

mediums, not only air, is crucial for ethical, historical, consideration. Virilio identifies 

that:  

Despite convincing examinations of city maps, the city has not been recognized 

 first and foremost as a human dwelling place penetrated by channels of rapid 

 communication (river, road, coastline, railway). It seems we’ve forgotten that

 the street is only a road passing through an agglomeration…The city is but a 

 stopover, a point on the synoptic path of a trajectory, the ancient military glacis, 

 ridge road, frontier or riverbank, where the spectator’s glance and the vehicle’s 

 speed of displacement were instrumentally linked. As I have said in the past, 

 there is only habitable circulation. (Virilio 31)  

The cities in The Satanic Verses appear, primarily, as places of intersection. This is true 

of Bombay and London because of modernity’s “rapid communication,” but also true of 

the fictional city of Jahilia in which the founders of the city “settled down at the 
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intersection-point of the routes of the great caravans” (96). Rushdie’s cities are places of 

collision, combination, and the coming together of many different cultural, religious, 

political, and ideological forces. As Allie Cone’s father, Otto Cone, proclaims, the 

modern city is “‘the locus classicus for incompatible realities,” where “[l]ives that have 

no business mingling with one another sit side by side on the omnibus” (325). Rushdie 

demonstrates how public and private forces move together throughout the novel, through 

the various air-channels, waterways, roads, railroads and even TV channels (for the 

relevance of television and the travel of news in the novel repeatedly reveals how the 

personal and political simultaneously shape experience). Crucially, even though Gibreel 

and Saladin fall through the air, they crash down into the waters of the English Channel. 

The novel’s early gesture to waterways as places of arrival—for the waves deliver the 

two men to the shores of England—is noteworthy. The text makes plain how the sheer 

existence of channels, while ostensibly making possibly many kinds of movement, does 

not always translate to a freedom of movement. Restrictions of movement, however, are 

largely hidden from view. The novel’s cinematic narration style permits it to move in 

ways that reveal these restrictions—and the violence that often comes with them. When 

describing the streets of Bombay the narrator suddenly pans to:  

Back streets. A Jain temple was being re-painted and all the saints were in plastic 

 bags to  protect them from the drips. A pavement magazine vendor displayed 

 newspapers full of horror: a railway disaster…After the accident, he said, the 

 surviving passengers swam to the shore (the train had plunged off a bridge) and 

 were met by local villagers, who pushed them under the water until they drowned 

 and then looted their bodies. (56)  
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This shift of narratorial perspective to the back streets—the roads literally less 

travelled—reveals a story of violence that is spoken of in only a “mild whisper.” Rushdie 

suggests that the routes that lie outside of the mainstream might offer the most honest, 

because most horrific, accounts of the world. After all, he presents a world in which “In 

the eternal struggle between the world's beauty and its cruelty, cruelty was gaining 

ground by the day” (533). A sense that cruelty is over-taking the world careens through 

the novel that is saturated with portrayals of brutality and violence. One such instance is 

the newspaper headline that informs Saladin and Zeeny that, “In a north Indian town 

there had been a massacre of Muslims, and their corpses had been dumped in the water, 

where they awaited the ministrations of some twentieth-century Gaffer Hexam. There 

were hundreds of bodies, swollen and rancid; the stench seemed to rise off the page” 

(532-533). The pungency of the murder, the extent of its horror, travels to Saladin as he 

stares at the photograph of the dead bodies, floating in the river. The image of these 

bodies, bleeding into the river is an unsparingly ironic suggestion of how public forces 

(like “Communalism, sectarian violence”) bleed into the lives of individuals. In this 

moment the river becomes, strangely, a reverse sign of movement: it signifies motion not 

into the city, but of out of it. Rushdie’s representation of the river as a sign of expulsion 

exposes the fact that the city—and its penetrative channels—are designed to exclude.  

  The Satanic Verses exhibits how the modern city has been constructed for the 

powerful elite, or what Virilio terms the “cannibalistic classes” (Virilio 37). Virilio 

identifies how the emphasis on speed in modern society allows “the military technical 

adviser…simultaneously invents the means of producing and of destroying what he 

produces” or to profit off of the very crisis he produces (Virilio 37). At one point Rushdie 
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suggests that London is built, literally, from bleeding bodies: As Gibreel wanders around 

the city the narrator describes how “Some days he would turn a corner at the end of a 

grand colonnade built of human flesh and covered in skin that bled when scratched” 

(338). This description of corporeal manipulation for the building of cities 

not only resonates with Virilio’s notions of bodies as historical vectors, but with the 

striking suggestion that moving bodies literally make up the city, it gestures to the 

importance of movement within the cosmopolitism landscapes of novel.  

A number of scholars, including Rose Brister, Gillian Gane, Gaurav Majumdar, 

and Vassilena Parashkevova, have commented on the significance of the movement of 

cities in The Satanic Verses.4 Each of the cities in the novel are constantly in flux: the 

ubiquity of reconstitution is hinted at in the fact that Bombay is a city that works on 

simulation as “a culture of re-makes” and made more obvious, still by shiftiness of the 

fictional sand-city, Jahilia (64). At first, Jahilia is made from “the very stuff of 

inconstancy—the quintessence of unsettlement, shifting, treachery, lack-of-form” but it 

was turned “by alchemy, into the fabric of [a] newly invented permanence” (96). The city 

of London—“most slippery, most devilish of cities!” (364) is also prone to alterations of 

form: “the city, in its corruption refused to submit to the dominion of the cartographers, 

changing shape at will and without warning, making it impossible for Gibreel" to 

approach his quest in the systematic manner he would have preferred” (337). Even 

though Gibreel, “had the city in his pocket: Geographers’ London, the whole dog-eared 

                                                
4 See Brister’s, “London Passages: Mobility and Embodiment in Salman Rushdie's The Satanic 
Verses,” Gane’s “Migrancy, the Cosmopolitan Intellectual, and the Global City in The Satanic Verses,” 
Majumdar’s “The Jolt of The Grotesque: Aesthetics as Ethics in The Satanic Verses,” and Parashkevova’s 
“‘Turn Your Watch Upside Down in Bombay and You See the Time in London’: Catoptric Urban 
Configurations in Salman Rushdie's The Satanic Verses.”  
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metropolis, A to Z,” his attempt to apply linear logic is inadequate given the rapidly 

shifting conditions, much like how Mr. Ramsay’s A to Z logic is inadequate in Woolf’s 

novel. In Vassilena Parashkevova’s, “‘Turn Your Watch Upside Down in Bombay and 

You See the Time in London’: Catoptric Urban Configurations in Salman Rushdie's The 

Satanic Verses,” Parashkevova captures not just how each city is itself moved but how all 

three cities influence and move one another. He argues that the novel, “continuously 

generate[s] or, as the etymology of the verb suggests, ‘beget[s]’ (from the Latin 

genera ̄re) new cities out of old ones, where the moment of the threshold both separates 

and bridges the old and new cities or ages of a city” (Parashkevova 6). Parashkevova 

continues that, “The city is understood here as an arrangement of heterogeneous, shape-

shifting and open-ended configurations, which often intersect and re-articulate each other. 

The term urban configurations is employed to refer to the formations of urban 

movements or routes that have the potential to reshuffle…hierarchies” (Parashkevova 7). 

The novel considers how the way that the cosmopolitan configurations of space “have 

been “altered—no, condensed,” in order to grant a sense of distance from others—even 

though the fact of this condensation simultaneously negates such distance as a possibility 

(436; emphasis Rushdie’s).  

 In “Micromodernism: Towards a Modernism of Disconnection”, Tim Armstrong 

introduces the notion of micromodernism, or “modernism defined in terms of its 

localism” in order to analyze the sites, occasions and trajectories of modernism. In 

particular, Armstrong invites	

a more dynamic picture for modernism in which it is a shifting field traversed by 

different actors, all of whom have their own sense of its existing configurations, of 
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their literary aims, and of the localities where their version of modernism is enacted. 

Modernism, that is to say, is in movement across the open period of its production, 

and is often produced as a local effect which contests the power of any existing 

map” (Armstrong 27). 	

Although Armstrong is talking about modernist artwork, we can infer from his comments 

that not just modernism, but modernity, is constantly dynamic. The Satanic 

Verses anticipates, precisely, that modern space is “a shifting field traversed by different 

actors,” especially given that Gibreel and Saladin both rely on acting to make a living. 

Furthermore, Armstrong identifies how modern space resists mapping (much to Gibreel’s 

frustration in the novel) given the rapidity of transformations. Crucially, the novel reveals 

the speed of alienation in the modern world. This is captured by Otto Cone’s formulation 

about cities as “incompatible realities,” where so long as people simply “pass in the night, 

jostling on Tube stations, raising their hats in some hotel corridor, it’s not so bad. But if 

they meet! It’s uranium and plutonium, each makes the other decompose, boom’” (325). 

Otto Cone’s description of the cold distance of the modern world reveals that the impulse 

to keep one’s distance is founded on the notion that to do otherwise would be 

catastrophic. 

In “High-Energy Modernism” Duffy considers the emphasis on efficiency and 

energy in the modern world, noting the connotations it has had for affective performance 

in the working world. Considering how the insistence on high-fueled, energetic 

production at the national and corporate level influenced the lives of individual workers, 

Duffy writes that, “The interest in somatic and quick-reaction emotion reflected the shift 

to service work by the newly minted middle-class citizens of the West during this period: 
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members of many of the new professions, form flight attendant to salesman, had to show 

affect (to ‘emote’, or at least to fake the motions of emotion) in order to earn a living” 

(Duffy 87). This automation of expression that Duffy identifies appears in the novel at a 

couple of crucial moments, such as when Pamela Chamcha dials the airline to find out if 

Saladin is really alive after the explosion of the Bostan jet:  

 In the morning it took an hour to get through to the airline on account of the 

 volume of calls still being generated by the catastrophe, and then another twenty-

 five minutes of insistence – but he telephoned, it was his voice – while at the other 

 end of the phone a woman’s voice, professionally trained to deal with human 

 begins in crisis, understood how she felt and sympathized with her in this awful 

 moment and remained very patient, but clearly didn’t believe a word she said. 

 (184)  

Though Pamela eventually gets through to speak with someone, it is clear that she still 

receives nothing other than an automated response. Although the airline worker performs 

sympathy, or goes through the motions, she does not budge from her script, “I’m sorry, 

madam, I don’t mean to be brutal, but the plane broke up in mid-air at thirty thousand 

feet” (184). This refusal to move or shift one’s understanding—this a priori rejection of 

another’s perspective—is one of the novel’s most central issues.  

By failing to even consider Pamela’s story, the airline woman performs the 

psychologically distancing of pain that the novel critiques. As I have been discussing, the 

rapid contractions in the novel that render things almost invisible enable the notion that 

blood and trauma only exists in far off, distant places. The novel emphasizes, however, 

that this reduction of distance is often nothing more than a reduction of someone else’s 
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pain. Such reductions are felt acutely by Saladin during the night that he sleeps in the 

clubroom: “it felt within itself the most inexplicable sensations of compression, suction, 

withdrawal; it was racked by terrible, squeezing pains, and emitted piercing squeals that 

nobody…dared to investigate” (303). As the narrator refers to Saladin only as “the 

creature’ or “it” throughout this passage, Rushdie suggests that such a reduction of pain is 

dehumanizing. This refusal of investigation seems to, in some ways, intensify Saladin’s 

experience of pain. In other words, the text seems to literalize the minimization of pain, 

here and Saladin seems able to literally feel his own reduction as “compression.” 

 In another moment, Saladin finds himself in the position to comfort someone else 

who is crying out in pain. While at the sanatorium, the manticore asks Saladin, in a panic, 

“But who will employ me now?’” and then “burst[s] into sudden and unexpected tears,” 

Saladin’s response is telling: “‘There, there,’” he says, “automatically” (173). Although 

Saladin is appreciably straining for sympathy here, the words he uses to comfort the 

manticore are a default, rather than a genuine sympathetic expression. The crucial 

suggestion here is that the practice of distancing pain, the call for the containment of 

emotion in one place (i.e. over there), is so ubiquitous that it has become automated. To 

put it differently, the refusal for movement towards articulation of pain (in fact, the 

deflection of such articulations) has become conventional. Thus, even honest attempts to 

sympathize with others risk failing to do so unless they actively acknowledge that the 

conditions which produce violence have an immediate presence, here.  

The novel’s ethic of mobility makes impossible the notion of elsewhere. This fact 

is clarified by Glissant’s “For Opacity,” which argues that acts of solidarity not only 

require motion through a willingness to move towards the perspective of another, but also 
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through a recognition that such a perspective itself may be elusive, or opaque to you. 

Glissant clarifies that “The opaque is not the obscure…It is that which cannot be 

reduced” (Glissant 191; emphasis mine). This explanation illuminates, in part, why “You 

can’t judge an internal injury by the size of the hole” (440; emphasis Rushdie’s). To 

respect the opacity of others, then, is precisely to resist minimizing or reducing another’s 

injury. As Glissant puts it, conceiving of the opacity of someone is, simply, “To feel in 

solidarity with him…it is not necessary for me to grasp him” (Glissant 193). This is not 

to suggest that Rushdie’s novel opposes criticism, for, on the contrary, the text 

continually invites skepticism and investigation. For instance, the narrator asks, “What is 

the opposite of faith? Not disbelief. Too final, certain, closed. Itself a kind of belief. 

Doubt” (94). Thus, the notions of errantry and opacity are critical for the novel’s ethical 

recommendations and capture its resistance to enclosure and certainty. The text argues, 

after all, that “the most dangerous of all the lies we are fed in our lives…[is] the idea of 

continuum” (305). Likewise, with the recommendation of détournement, Glissant calls 

for rhizomatic relations rather than adherence to a single root: when “the root begins to 

act like a rhizome,” he says, “there is no basis for certainty” (Glissant 21).  

  Glissant distinguishes not just between these two kinds of rootedness, but also 

distinguishes different forms of movement. Glissant contrasts “circular nomadism,” 

where groups intermittently roam as they exhaust resources and “invading [or arrowlike] 

nomadism,” where conquerors invade new territories, identifying this latter form of a 

movement as “a devastating desire for settlement” (Glissant 12). Rejecting both of these 

forms of movement, Glissant’s détournement insists on a particular kind of motion that 

involves “not idle roaming, but includes a sense of sacred motivation” (Glissant 211). For 
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Glissant, “one who is errant (who is no longer traveler, discoverer, or conqueror) strives 

to know the totality of the world and yet already knows he will never accomplish this—

and knows that this is precisely where the threatened beauty of the world resides” 

(Glissant 20). Errantry, then, means to have no fixed purpose but to continually exert 

oneself in movement towards an impossible destination. To be errant, then, is to 

continually strain for understanding without relief, to “[dare] to investigate” (303). 

Rushdie’s ethic of mobility demands disturbance in response to the disturbances 

of the world. The novel invites disturbance, or movement, in the form of investigation 

and a continual (re)consideration of perspective. Crucially, The Satanic Verses 

demonstrates its ethics in its very form which, “Shape-shifting and unstable…demands a 

reading that is scrupulously willing to reconfigure itself, an ethics that mirrors its endless 

emigration and immigration across ‘feeling consistent with itself’” (Majumdar 118). 

Thus, as each section of The Satanic Verses haunts the others, the novel performs Rosa 

Diamond’s claim that “ghosts [are] unfinished business” (133; emphasis mine). By 

portraying a world that is busy with constant motion, Rushdie reveals how narratives are 

never complete since they are always on the move. With his ethic of mobility, he invites 

the reader to engage a mobility of mind, to offer sympathy and solidarity to others by 

actively moving one’s own perspective, but to always view the work of understanding 

others as “unfinished business.”  
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“Boundaries Are Conventions: Transgressive Connection in 

Cloud Atlas 

There would be something great and noble about initiating such a movement, referring 
not to Humanity but to the exultant divergence of humanities. The thought of self and the 
thought of other here become obsolete in their duality. Every Other is a citizen and no 
longer a barbarian…This-here is the weave, and it weaves no boundaries.  

—Édouard Glissant  
 

David Mitchell’s Cloud Atlas resists narrative conventions of violence and 

domination through its crossings of various kinds of boundaries: the novel traverses six 

different narratives, drifting across vast rifts in space, time and alternating between 

various modes of narration. Though each story in the novel is set in a different corner of 

the globe and a different epoch, it quickly becomes clear how each ostensibly discrete 

narrative is, in fact, interconnected with the others. The way that characters and events 

from each story move into the other narratives resembles the way that each of the three 

narrative strands in The Satanic Verses continually haunts the others. Performing its 

arguments formally in similar ways to Woolf’s and Rushdie’s texts, the novel produces 

an effect unlike those I have discussed so far; in ways both provocative and profound, 

Cloud Atlas expresses how intimacy can exist at what seems an impossibly large scale. 

By emphasizing intimate connections and investigating how narratives move, 

Mitchell strains against conventional notions of individualism and punctures inclinations 

for insularity by proving their impossibility. Furthermore, Mitchell proves that 

prescribing to such notions of isolation only serves to obscure and replicate violences. A 

number of critics, including Alexander Beaumont, Wendy Knepper, and Berthold 

Schoene, have commented on the sheer scope of Mitchell’s literary undertaking in which 
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the setting of the novel is the world.5 Mitchell’s “ambition [to] imagine globality” is 

expressed in the “cosmopoetics” of this “planetary novel,” which performs great spatial 

bounds, transporting its reader from the South Pacific to Belgium, Southern California, 

England, a Korea of the future, and the Hawaiian Islands. The novel’s globe-trotting, its 

exercise of moving rapidly from one place to another, is emphasized by the importance of 

the imagery of both clouds and comets within the text. The importance of the motion of 

clouds is evident in the passage from which the novel is named in which,  

Souls cross ages like clouds cross skies, an’ tho’ a cloud’s shape nor hue nor size 

 don’t stay the same, it’s still a cloud an’ so is a soul. Who can say where the 

 cloud’s blowed from or who the soul’ll be ‘morrow? Only Sonmi the east an’ the 

 west an’ the compass an’ the atlas, yaay, only the atlas o’ clouds. (308) 

The novel repeatedly turns to this question of the impossibility to predict how things 

“blow,” or how various currents influence present, past, and future configurations. 

Likewise, the recurrent comet-shaped birthmark, appearing in a similar place on the 

bodies of different characters, emphasizes the question about the mark of others, or 

influence, can move (120, 122). These two astronomical phenomena symbolize the 

novel’s own form of movement: the novel continually reconstitutes itself, like a cloud, 

and rapidly traverses of both space and time, like a comet. The significance of clouds and 

comets, along with the sheer number of voyages and journeys that appear in all six 

narratives, demonstrate the importance of travel within the text.  

                                                
5 See Beaumont’s “Cosmopolitanism without a World? David Mitchell’s Cloud Atlas,” Knepper’s “Toward 
a Experimental World Epic: David Mitchell’s Cloud Atlas,” and Schoene’s “The World Begins Its Turn 
with You, or How David Mitchell’s Novels Think.”  
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There are at least eight major voyages, each one ventured by one of the novel’s 

many protagonists: there is the traveler Adam Ewing’s crossing of the Pacific in the 

novel’s first section, the young musician Robert Frobisher’s fleeing from England to 

Belgium in the second narrative strand, the physicist Rufus Sixsmith’s attempted return 

to England in the Luisa Rey section, the broke publisher Timothy Cavendish’s train-

journey to Northern England and subsequent escape from the Aurora House, the enslaved 

clone Sonmi’s journey into the world in the penultimate narrative thread, and the trek 

back from Honokaa Market, as well as the young Valleysman Zachry’s and visiting 

Prescient Meronym’s journey up Mauna Kea, in the final of the six stories.  

More specifically, each of these voyages can be read as a crossing of 

boundaries—whether socio-political (in Sonmi’s case) national (Frobisher’s and 

Sixsmith’s re-location in other countries), municipal (Cavendish leaving London), or 

topographical (Ewing’s and Zachry’s expeditions across oceans and mountains). The 

importance of crossings-over in the novel is further indicated by the significance that the 

crewmen ascribe to the crossing of the equator in the Ewing section. Their “Crossing the 

Line” ritual, where the “‘Virgins’…endure various hazings & duckings,” (493) suggests 

how the acts of violence and cruelty can quickly become “customary humbuggery.” The 

novel is invested in unveiling instances of force that are rendered invisible as we grow 

accustomed to them, remaining alert to the fact that, “Once any tyranny becomes 

accepted as ordinary…its victory is assured” (363). Cloud Atlas resists the notion of “the 

natural order of things” (508). The novel deconstructs both the idea that we live in a 

stabilized world and refutes the idea of a straightforward chronology. 
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The novel’s refusal of “natural” chronological order is evident in the way it skips 

across generations of time, without warning. The novel speeds through the nineteenth and 

twentieth century past in “The Pacific Journal of Adam Ewing” (1850s), “Letters from 

Zedelghem” (1930s) and “Half-Lives: The First Luisa Rey Mystery” (1970s), then slips 

into the twenty-first century-tale of “The Ghastly Ordeal of Timothy Cavendish” (early 

2000s), and then leaps forward at least a century in its futuristic dystopian depictions, 

“An Orison of Sonmi-451”and “Sloosha’s Crossin’ An’ Ev’rythin’ After.” As Jason 

Howard Mezey, Aaron Francis Schneeberger, Berthold Schoene, and many scholars have 

identified and discussed, the narratives within the novel appear like a set of matrioshoka 

dolls in which each narrative is severed, or suspended, to make room for the entrance of 

another of the novel’s stories.6 This happens repeatedly until the sixth narrative, 

“Sloosha’s Crossin,’” which the reader receives in one complete section. Afterwards, the 

novel moves through each of the narrative layers, returning first to the fifth narrative 

strand, then the fourth, then the third, and so on. The overlapping of narratives creates an 

effect of simultaneous intersection and interruption as the stories intervene, or continue to 

move through the novel as characters in new narratives relate to texts from the past.  

This sense of interruption is particularly pronounced when the novel’s first 

section, Ewing’s journal entries, halts mid-entry, mid-sentence. The last two words the 

reader receives from this initial section of the initial narrative are “shifts might” (39). In 

other words, from the outset, the novel suggests the simultaneity of narrative movement 

and possibility. As a matter of fact, the novel’s very first sentence evokes motion through 

                                                
6 See Mezey’s, “‘A Multitude of Drops’: Recursion and Globalization in David Mitchell’s Cloud Atlas,” 
Schneeberger’s "The Genre Spaces of David Mitchell's Cloud Atlas,” and Schoene’s “The World Begins Its 
Turn with You, or How David Mitchell’s Novels Think.”  
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suggestiveness. The “trail of recent footprints” (3) that Ewing encounters is noteworthy 

because these fresh sand-tracks are a sign of motion. Footprints, or footnotes, become a 

crucial indication of movement within Cloud Atlas. Ewing’s own journal includes 

footnotes on pages 21 and 501, marks added to entries by Ewing’s son, who edits the 

entries before publishing them. These footnotes appear as the footprint of prior narratives, 

and thus, are the first instance of intertextuality in the novel. Later on, in as the young 

journalist, Luisa Rey, hunts for Robert Frobisher’s rare composition called the Cloud 

Atlas Sextet, the man working at the music shop announces, “Here we go, even a little 

footnote” once he finds Frobisher’s Cloud Atlas Sextet (119). The use of the word “go” 

conflates physical motion with the footnote on the page, signaling an inherent and 

compulsory movement in any annotated manuscript. Not only does a footnote literally re-

direct the reader’s eye and attention, but it also evokes historiographical movement as it 

signals an interpretation or qualification of something that has already been recorded.  

As the six strands of the novel cross-over one another, it becomes clear that the 

various crossings in the novel are not merely acts of voyaging, but also acts of cross-

connection. The emphasis on crossing as connection is underlined by the intertextuality 

that is embedded into the very form of the novel. In addition to the moving, intertextual 

nature of the novel’s own construction, there are frequent references to other texts that 

include both literary and musical allusions (see, for instance, pages 46, 52, 63, 73, 170, 

and 471). By bringing in these textual precursors (texts both within the world of the novel 

and beyond it), the novel continually re-starts various narratives by re-setting them into 

motion. One such moment of intertextuality, for example, occurs when Mitchell writes, 

“Time’s Arrow became Time’s Boomerang,” referencing the novel Time’s Arrow by 
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Martin Amis, in which all of the action of the novel occurs backwards (147). Thus, the 

text not only resets various stories into motion, but it also performs a kind of pivot: at 

first ostensibly following a kind of linear trajectory through time, but then doubling back 

on itself and re-directing its trajectory like some kind of narrative boomerang. 

As the text continues to revive narratives from prior sections (on pages 64, 89, 

120, 167, 156, 244, 271, 277, 460, 491) it also sometimes suggests, at least in the 

Cavendish section, an anticipation of this revival. For example, when Cavendish 

pontificates about, “When The Ghastly Ordeal of Timothy Cavendish is turned into a 

film” (354-355), his self-importance and obviously wishful thinking in fact anticipates 

the intertextual reference to come in the Sonmi section. The intertextuality in the novel 

illustrates, and also performs, the thought that if the characters live in words they cannot 

die in body. As Frobisher writes just before his death, “We do not stay dead long” (471). 

This return from death, while figurative, mimics the frequency of plot-based escapes and 

evasion of death that appear in the novel.  

The speed associated with Sonmi’s escape from the dinery is especially 

fascinating: the rapidity of the escape itself is coupled with Sonmi’s introduction into a 

world moving at top-speed. As Sonmi encounters a society where she experiences 

entirely new sensations (coldness, various smells, speed) after spending all of her years at 

a futuristic McDonald’s twelve stories underground. She encounters a world where 

“consumers hurried; walkway sweepers droned; taxis buzzed riders; inching fords fumed; 

crawling trashtrucks churned; thruways, eight lanes wide, lined by sunpoles, ducts 

rumbling underfoot; neonized logos blaring, sires, engines, circuity, new lite of new 

intensities at new angles” (201). The syntactical structure of these sentence, along with 
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the overt depictions of traffic and motion, conveys the novelty of speed to Sonmi. Not 

only does the fragmented nature of the sentence capture the disorientation, the cataloging 

of new perceptions that Sonmi takes in, but it also suggests something of the condition of 

a society that is hyper-focused on efficiency. The short clauses which give the sentence 

its brisk clip also creates a staccato effect with the separation of each clause suggesting 

something of the alienation even in a highly-trafficked world (much like how speed is a 

catalyst for the estrangement of passers-by in the London Tube in The Satanic Verses) 

(Rushdie 325). Haste plainly becomes an impetus not just for isolation but for hostility 

towards others: 

A running consumer missed me by a centimeter, shouted, ‘Watch where you’re 

 standin’…[you] clone!’ and was gone. My hair stirred in the breath of a 

 giant, invisible  fan, and Mr. Chang xplained how the streets funnel the morning 

 wind to high speeds. He steered me across the walkway to a mirrored ford… the 

 chauffeur said…that the fordjams were bad, and the bearded man looking at his 

 rolex…cursing the slowness. (201; emphasis Mitchell’s)  

The automation of efficiency is demonstrated not just by the racing cars and bustling 

traffic but in the alterations of language (the word “explained” becomes “xplained”).  

The fixation on efficiency appears again and again in the novel which cautions against 

this mania for speed. For instance, when Meronym, the Prescient, and Zachry discuss the 

fall of civilization in the “Sloosha’s Crossin’” section, Meronyn explains that, “Old Uns 

ripped their own Fall…Old Un’s Smart mastered sicks, miles, seeds an’ made miracles 

ord’nary, but it din’t master one thing, nay, a hunger in the hearts o’ humans, yay, a 

hunger for more…more gear, more food, faster speeds, longer lifes, easier lifes, more 
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power, yay” (272; emphasis Mitchell’s). The novel further underscores this hunger for 

faster speeds, and the outrage at retardation, when the business man in the car with Sonmi 

curses the traffic-jam. This outrage at derailment is emphasized, too, when the train 

Cavendish is traveling on defects and causes a delay: “Rail rage chain-reactioned down 

the compartments, though in our age crimes are not committed by criminals conveniently 

at hand but by executive pens far beyond the mob’s reach, back in London’s postmodern 

HQs of glass and steel. Half the mob owns shares in what it would pound to atoms, 

anyway” (162). Cavendish locates irony in the fact that this anger is blocked from 

traveling to the people who are responsible for the set-back. Unable to direct their anger 

elsewhere, the only option for the infuriated passengers is to transfer their wrath to the 

machine itself, which these commuters are invested in not just in the way Cavendish 

acknowledges (their stock shares) but also in their reliance on the trains themselves as a 

mode of transportation.  

 Significantly, the indignation at a lack of efficiency clearly becomes the grounds 

for a kind of moral outrage. Later in the Cavendish section, another “guest” at the Aurora 

House, Veronica Costello, explains that “‘We—by whom I mean anyone over sixty 

commit two offenses just by existing. One is Lack of Velocity. We drive too slowly, walk 

too slowly, talk too slowly. The world will do business with dictators, perverts, and drug 

barons of all stripes, but being slowed down it cannot abide. Our second offence is being 

Everyman’s memento mori. The world can only get comfy in shiny-eyed denial if we are 

out of sight” (360-361). As Mitchell stresses society’s intolerance for reduced speed, he 

also hints at how speed becomes coveted for its corporatized efficiency and for its 

exuberant, even remedial, qualities. For instance, Mitchell acknowledges how speed itself 
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may serve as an escape: as soon as the train begins to move Cavendish finds that his 

“thoughts flew off with other fairies” (161). Or, later on, during the escape from the 

Aurora House, as Cavendish slams on the gas, “The car tore through a shrubbery and the 

shrubbery tore back,” and Veronica exclaims, “‘How terribly thrilling!’” (381). Her 

feeling of exhilaration can be contextualized by Duffy’s theoretical exploration of speed 

and modernity.  

In The Speed Handbook, Enda Duffy comes up with the term “adrenalized 

aesthetics” to capture his argument that as speed is pleasure, speed is also a kind of 

politics (Duffy 1,3). Duffy investigates how “speed infiltrated modernism” (Duffy 10), 

arguing that modernity’s obsession with speed has altered, or moved, forms of linguistic 

expression. Duffy recognizes how “Terms from the fields of locomotion, engineering, 

and electricity–‘drive,’ ‘sparkle,’ ‘stress,’ ‘energy,’ ‘dynamism’—become the currency 

through which to judge the body as a suitable unit in the modernist’s life’s speeded-up 

traffic” (Duffy 6). The desire for cyborgization, the conflation of the human body and the 

machine, is a critical element of modern culture for Duffy:  

 The artist has intuited a supreme subjectivity for the speed moment, in which, in 

 letting our bodies be technological components, we achieve the spark of speed as 

 the power and  pleasure of the self. Impressionist obscurity is overcome, and 

 speed, in this high modernism (a modernism which forbids critical distance), is 

 the evident secret of human subjectivity. Adrenaline aesthetics has worked itself 

 out. The moment of modernist speed is announced. (Duffy 14, 16)  

What Duffy means by these aesthetics being worked out is that it has automated itself. In 

other words, the prioritization of speed has become so ubiquitous, so synonymous with 
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the modern, that is, in effect, hidden in plain sight. Its cloak of invisibility is, simply, its 

conventionality.  

Mitchell’s novel engaging the questions of what the effects of such automation 

and mobilization fetishization are, not on politics, but on psychology and language. 

Especially in the Sonmi section of the novel, Mitchell demonstrates what mechanization 

and an emphasis on efficiency might to do language. In this case, the kind of efficiency 

highlighted by the novel is one of capitalist gain (brand names become substitutes for the 

objects of consumption themselves). For example, a “sony” for television, “nikes” for 

shoes, “nikons” for cameras, “fords” and “fordjams” for cars and traffic-jams, “starbuck” 

for coffee, and “aqua” for water (193, 197, 200, 201, 227). The text’s self-consciousness 

about these shifts in language is highlighted when Sonmi recognizes that, “Disneys were 

called ‘movies’ in those days” (233). The corporatization of language in the “Sonmi” 

portion of the novel is resisted, in part, by Sonmi’s own inventive language. As she tells 

the Archivist about her escape from the dinery her gymnastic language is captured in her 

comment that, “Trees, their incremental gymnastics and noisy silence, yes, and their 

greenness, still mesmerize me” (202). In an interview with David Mitchell in The Paris 

Review, Adam Begley identifies Sonmi’s striking linguistic prowess noting that, “You 

allow Sonmi to say gorgeous things, like, “Mountain stars are not these apologetic 

pinpricks over conurb skies; hanging plump they drip lite.” In response, Mitchell admits 

that, “Sonmi hasn’t really the right to be speaking in so lyrical a register. Her intellectual 

powers expand thanks to the drugs she ingests, but how would that expansion be reflected 

in her language? To be truthful, I think I ended up fudging the problem.” It seems that, at 
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the time of this interview in 2010, Mitchell may have forgotten this crucial sentence 

which he ascribed to Sonmi:  

An ascending fabricant absorbs language, thirstily, in spite of amnesiads. During 

 my ascension, I was often shocked to hear new words fly form my own mouth, 

 gleaned from consumers, Seer Rhee, AdV, and Papa Song himself. A dinery is 

 not a hermetic world:  every prison has jailers and walls. Jailers are ducts and 

 walls conduct. (188)  

Not only does this passage suggest the novel’s resistance to enclosure (by gesturing to its 

impossibility) but it reminds of the fact that the Soap which the fabricants survive on is 

“designed to deaden curiosity” (186). Though in his interview Mitchell only identifies an 

enhanced “intellectual” capacity as Sonmi is waned off the curiosity-killing drug, “Soap,” 

the novel itself cites the killing of curiosity, not intellect, as the primary effect of the 

drug. Of course, the intrigue and intellect are intimately related, but it seems important to 

emphasize the role of intrigue rather than sheer intelligence, if for no other reason than 

for the significant implications on how we use language. That is to say, if we recognize 

that Sonmi is growing more curious about the world, then it follows that she would also 

be curious about language, and more inclined to creatively explore new combinations for 

expression. It would make a great deal of sense for an ascending fabricant to test various 

possibilities in language and to, in fact, be inventive.  

Given the novel’s identification of boundaries as conventions, we can read the 

novel’s often inventive language as yet another sign of its meandering or crossing-over. 

The language used by a number of characters stands in clear contrast to conventional 

forms of expression. This is especially evident in the novel’s striking descriptions of both 
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love and anger. For instance, there is the unusual and trenchant description that “Anger 

sparked in Timothy Cavendish like forks in microwaves” (159). In Frobisher’s letters to 

Sixsmith, we also receive a series of very vivid, though obviously unconventional, 

explanations of his love for Ayrs’s daughter, Eva. He writes,  

Eva knows I’m terra incognita and explores me unhurriedly, like you did. Because 

she’s lean as a boy. Because her scent is almonds, meadow grass. Because if I 

smile at her ambition to be an Egyptologist, she kicks my shin under the 

table…Because she prefers travelogues to sir Walter Scott, prefers Billy Mayerl to 

Mozart, and couldn’t tell C major from a sergeant major…Because her laughter 

spurts through a blowhole in the top of her head and sprays all over the morning. 

Because a man like me has no business with this substance ‘beauty,’ yet here she 

is, in these soundproofed chambers of my heart. (454)  

The strange qualities of Frobisher’s love for Eva are ample in this beautifully bizarre 

passage. It is worth noting, however, that this passage moves orthodox expressions of 

love, particularly as it describes Eva’s figure as boy-like. Frobisher hints at his erotic, 

romantic relationship with Sixsmith, who discovered him “unhurriedly,” bolstering the 

later suggestion that Sixsmith is “the sole love of my short, bright life” (470). The novel’s 

portrayal of love between these two men reveals just one way that acts of intimacy in the 

text defy numerous kinds of constraints.  

We might also consider the various kinds inversions that are shown through 

language in the novel. For one, there are repeated inversions of expectation in moments 

when cigarettes are used to purify the air by both Frobisher and Cavendish (47, 167). 

Undeniably, the novel strains against conventional distinctions between purity and 
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obscenity as Mitchell reveals, repeatedly, how “The sacred is a fine hiding place for the 

profane” (339). The repeated inversion and consolidation of these two supposedly 

discrete qualities suggests another crucial way that the novel performs its arguments 

through scalar play. Returning to the question of inverted language, it is worth pointing 

out a moment when a sentence in the novel is literally inverted as Frobisher and Lloyd 

Hooks offer opposite takes on the cliché about money and happiness. First, Frobisher 

writes, “Whoever opined ‘Money can’t buy you happiness’ obviously had far too much 

of the stuff” (75). Lloyd Hook’s uncanny thought, later on in the novel, inverts the 

sentence entirely: “Whoever said money can’t buy you happiness, Lloyd Hooks thinks, 

basking, obviously didn’t have enough the stuff” (394). What is significant about this 

configuration is not just the flipping of opinion, not the distance between these two 

perspectives, but the way this particular formulation literally moves. The sentence has 

moved both in that its component parts are re-shuffled or re-ordered in order to convey a 

contrasting conception and in that the sentence has travelled across the novel. 

The link between language that is inverted and language that moves is further 

suggested in the intertextuality among languages. For instance, just before he auditions 

for Vyvyan Ayrs, the famed composer whom he idolizes, Frobisher mentions the cello 

that played “Untergehen Violinkonzert“ (52). In German, untergehen is a verb that carries 

the following connotations: to set (of a heavenly body: to disappear below the horizon), 

to fall, to go down (to be defeated), to perish, to go under (water). In ways we have 

already discussed, intertextuality is itself movement: intertextual references are a crucial 

display of cross-connection in which a cultural or textual remain moves into a new 

context and, therefore, is made available for new ways of relating (and thus, further 
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movement). In this case there is a kind of double-emphasis movement given the way that 

intertextuality is always-already dependent on motion and the connotations of the specific 

verb, untergehen, imply movement. Particularly, there is a suggestion of crossing 

thresholds whether it be a horizon, the surface of water, or the state of being alive.  

 The novel examines the ways in which language itself might perish and be 

revived, much like how the various narratives that were interrupted or submerged resume 

and resurface. This is particularly evident in the “Sloosha’s Crossin” portion of the novel. 

The use of language in this section is markedly distinct from the other parts of the novel. 

First of all, there is the obvious fact that Mitchell tries to invent a new language by 

playing with English. The language ostensibly shares a lot of qualities of “primal” 

language, relying heavily on substitutions and what appear to be simple configurations. 

As a matter of fact, the language in the section narrated by Zachry suggests, at the same 

time, the devastated conditions following the collapse of the hyper-refined cultures that 

came before alongside the possibility for re-invention and imagination. This is suggested 

most vividly in the playfulness of Zachry’s language and his inventive metaphors. While 

the language of the supposedly more sophisticated Prescients is actually quite rigid, 

Zachry’s language moves with a far greater range. The mobile quality of his language 

points to a movement of the intellect. This point is underscored by the fact that his 

frequent use of puns themselves capture a sense of movement: “lay wrigglyin’ like eels 

on the sand,” “ribbonin’ blood,” “mem’ries what are minnowin’ out,” “so slywise she 

picked her words!” (241, 243, 252). Many of his descriptors compare various events and 

qualities to those of animals or other images that are readily available in the natural 

environment which he occupies. Thus, it is evident that his language suggests the speed 
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of his mind and evokes intimacy of feeling with his surroundings. Zachry’s awareness of 

his locality is a crucial sign that the text affirms his storytelling as an act of composition 

even though his is the only spoken form that appears in the novel (the other narratives are 

conveyed journal entries, letters, third-person prose, first-person prose, and a recorded 

interview). As Ayrs says, “‘Frobisher, when you grow up, you’ll find that all composers 

draw inspiration from their environments’” (446). This reliance one one’s context  

Stresses the primacy of relation over origin in Cloud Atlas. This is to say, the point of 

composition is not to create something that is entirely new, but rather to offer a 

rearrangement of prior associations. While Mitchell emphasizes how artists consciously 

create variations and adaptions of their given context, he is also aware that prior forms of 

expression can shape future forms in ways that lack ambition. This is often the case, for 

instance, in language.  

As Zachry narrates the “Sloosha’s Crossin’” section in futuristic pidgin, Mitchell 

depicts how the remains of earlier words move (into) newer forms of expression. For 

instance, in the passage where the Valleysmen are celebrating, Zachry mentions that a 

“squeezywheezy” is being played by the “musickers.” Though this name is unfamiliar, 

we can infer that the instrument being described is an accordion, given that the qualities 

of the word present the possibility for relation to earlier words. Along with the slippery 

characteristics of language, this scene of “partyin” is worth examining completely for its 

exhaustive performances of motion. Mitchell writes how, “Night fell an’ we tromped 

back to our stores an’ drawed lots for sentryin’, then partyin’ began in spesh dwellin’s 

named bards. I did my sentryin’ early on, then showed Meronym some places with Wolt 

an Unc’ Bees b’fore the musickers drawed us back to Church” (287). Immediately, the 
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description of night falling casts night, or temporality itself, as a kind of agent of 

movement. After they “tromped” home, Zachry’s note that the music “drawed” people 

implies that their movement was a matter of someone else’s agency as they are seduced 

or enchanted by an external force. Additionally, the “barrels o’ liquor what each tribe 

bringed to show their richness an’ sacks o’ blissweed ‘cos where there’s Hilo, oh, there’s 

blissweed” suggest another kind of movement: the shifting of psychological conditions 

brought on by inebriation from alcohol and marijuana. Moreover, the simultaneous 

consumption of liquor and “blissweed” conjures the idea that these dancers are “crossed”, 

which suggests movement in various important ways that we have been discussing. Thus, 

the scene is already foregrounded in movement before the passage shakes into a frenetic, 

phonetic frenzy:  

I skanked deep on Wolt’s pipe an’ four days’ march from our free Windward to 

 Kona Leeward seemed like for mil’yun, yay, babbybies o’ blissweed cradled me 

 that night, then the drummin’ started up, see ev’ry tribe had its own drums. Foday 

 o’ Lotus Pond Dwellin’ an’ two–three Valleysmen played goatskin’n’pingwood 

 tom-toms, an Hilo beardies thumped their flumfy-flumfy drums an’ a Honokaa 

 fam’ly beat their sah- krrangers an’ Honomu folk got their shell-shakers an’ this 

 whoah feastin’ o’ drums twanged the young uns’ joystrings an’ mine too, yay, an’ 

 blissweed’ll lead you b’tween the whack-crack an’ boom-doom an’ pan-pin-pon 

 till we dancers was hoofs thuddin’ an’ blood pumpin’ an’ years passin’ an’ ev’ry 

 drumbeat one more life shedded off of me, yay, I glimpsed all the lifes my soul 

 ever was till far-far back b’fore the Fall, yay, glimpsed from a gallopin’ horse in a 

 hurricane, but I cudn’t describe ‘em ‘cos there ain’t the words no more but well I 
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 mem’ry that dark Kolekole girl with her tribe’s tattoo, yay,  she was a saplin’ 

 bendin’ an’ I ws that hurricane, I blowed her she bent, I blowed harder she bent 

 harder an’ closer, then I was Crow’s wings beatin’ an’ she was the flames lickin’ 

 an’ when the Kolekole saplin wrapped willowy fingers around my neck, her eyes 

 was quartzin’ and she murmed in my ear, Yay, I will, again, an’ yay, we will, 

 again. (287-288)  

The percussiveness of the sentence matches the intensity of the scenes that Zachry 

recalls, performing the very sense of speed and movement of his memories. Words like 

“flumfy-flumfy” and “whack-crack an’ boom-doom an’ pan-pin-pon” set the tempo of 

the passage, which then hastens as the sentence continues. The repetition of the words 

ending with –in’ (thuddin’, pumpin’, passin’) creates a feeling of acceleration mid-way 

through the passage. The sentence moves with an increasing intensity, its use vowels and 

short words suggest a quickening tempo and convey an undeniable sense of motion and 

rhythm. That is, until the sentence softens and slows at the end as Zachry is moved by his 

memory of having sex with Kolekole woman. The clauses leading up to the italicized 

section seem to break the fall of night that initiated the passage, creating a sense of 

stretching out—both of bodies and of the literal elongation of sounds within the sentence. 

These elastic clauses that bend into the supple sway of the closing parts of the sentence 

point to the sensuality of movement (the erotic movement of language and the fact that 

language itself is erotic). Thus, this poetic, performative sentence conveys not only 

describes the kinesthetic acts of drum-beating, dancing, and love-making, the sentence 

itself “whack-cracks,” dances, and bends with eroticism.  
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 In “Muscularity and Eros: On Syntax” Carl Phillips calls poetry a “bodily thing” 

and argues that syntax has an erotic quality, which works through “restraint and release”: 

“we’re held by pattern, then periodically released from it” (Phillips). This effect is what 

Phillips calls the muscularity of syntax. Arguably, it is not the reader who is released by 

the sentence but the sentence itself that moves with a certain rhythm, intermittently 

slipping away from her grasp. Still, Phillips’s comments on syntactical choice and motion 

resonate productively with Mitchell’s writing, here. For Phillips, the musculature of a 

sentence is crucial for conveying “shifts in the poem both emotionally and 

psychologically” (Phillips). Clearly, the series of moving impressions in Mitchell’s 

sentence embody this poetic feature identified by Phillips. More importantly, Phillips 

identifies that these shifts which lend a sentence its eroticism are a function of choice: 

“But in this ability to create hierarchies of information, syntax is concerned with power 

(as is eros, of course), which is to say at some level syntax is always more than just 

erotic; it’s by definition political” (Phillips). Thus, even the sensual movement of the 

passage stress the simultaneity of personal and political forces in Cloud Atlas.  

 This convergence of various forces or influences is significant for the 

representation of dancing bodies and suggestion that physical movements in response to 

music can produce a kind of historical recursiveness, or backwards movement. Zachry’s 

sense that with each “drumbeat one more life shedded off of me, yay, I glimpsed all the 

lifes my soul ever was till far-far back b’fore the Fall” resonates with the Rushdie’s 

depiction of gyrating dancers in Club Hot Wax who move with, or towards, their 

ancestry. Mitchell offers a similar suggestion, indicating that Zachry moves away from 

later incarnation of himself and connects with former ones. As in The Satanic Verses, 
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these dancers seem to be offered something near catharsis as they gain a sense of 

connection with former versions of themselves and channel the historical currents that are 

literally within them, given their genealogies. Tellingly, this movement into the past is 

demonstrated in the way that the sentence itself moves backwards: beginning with the 

image of dancing and then slipping into a prior moment (Zachry’s memory).  

The role of music is an important catalyst for this sense of connection; the scenes 

described by Zachry emphasize the capacity of music to produce a sense of the past. I 

should clarify, though, that the novel’s play with metaphysics resists mysticism and whim 

by always providing a material cause for the sense of connections it offers to past and 

future moments. In this case, the fact of the narcotized mind explains, in a concrete way, 

this sense of years passing with a single beat of a drum and the shedding of selves. Still, 

music produces a kind of trans-historical metaphysics, which appeals to us so strongly 

because it pulls use to a sense of abiding human experience that exceeds codified 

language. In this way, the passage recalls Walter Pater’s arguments from The 

Renaissance that “All art constantly aspires towards the condition of music. For while in 

all other kinds of art it is possible to distinguish the matter from the form, and the 

understanding can always make this distinction, yet it is the constant effort of art to 

obliterate it” (Pater 156). What Pater implies is that all art aspires to the condition of 

movement. If the aim of all art is to eliminate discreteness in form and content, then there 

are two crucial suggestions: since the form not only moves the content but strives to move 

with the content, then we can conclude that the form of a piece of art, is, in the most 

serious way, the content.  
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Edward Said’s arguments from his text, Reflections on Exile, help to illuminate 

Mitchell’s explorations of music and the role of movement in art and in life. For one, 

Said’s under-considered essay, “Homage to a Belly-Dancer,” helps to clarify the 

aesthetics displayed in Mitchell’s writing. “The point [of belly-dancing],” Said writes, “is 

to make an effect mainly (but by no means exclusively) through suggestiveness, and–in 

the kind of full-scale composition Tahia offered that night–to do so over a series of 

episodes knitted together in alternating moods, recurring motifs” (Said 348). The novel 

moves, particularly in this passage, much like how Tahia the belly-dancer moves. Said 

describes how,  

Her diaphanous veils were laid over the modified bikini that was basic to the 

 outfit without ever becoming its main attraction. The beauty of her dance was its 

 connectedness: the feeling she communicated of a spectacularly lithe and well-

 shaped body undulating through a complex but decorative series of encumbrances 

 made up of gauzes, veils, necklaces, strings of gold and silver chains, which her 

 movements animated  deliberately and at times almost theoretically. She would 

 stand, for example, and slowly begin to move her right hip, which would in turn 

 activate her silver leggings, and the beads draped over the right side of her waist. 

 As she did all this, she would look down at the moving parts, so to speak, and fix 

 our gaze on them too, as if we were all watching a separate little drama, 

 rhythmically very controlled, re-configuring her body as to  highlight her semi-

 detached right side. Tahia’s dance was like an extended arabesque elaborated 

 around her seated colleague. She never jumped, or bobbed her breasts, or went 

 in for bumping and grinding. There was a majestic deliberateness to the whole 
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 thing that maintained itself right through even the quicker passages. (Said 348-

 349; emphasis mine) 

Said is moved by Tahia’s performance because he recognizes that her beauty relies on a 

concert of theory of practice, she demonstrates an undeniable sensuality of movement, 

but also because Tahia tells the gaze how to see her. In other words, the most moving 

forms of art not only merge form and content but are self-conscious of the need for this 

merging and aim to direct the eye of the reader, if only through slight, subtle gestures. 

Arguably, the performativity of Mitchell’s language in Cloud Atlas works through 

suggestion much like the articulation of Tahia’s hips as she belly-dances in that the novel 

asks to be read in a particular way. Yet Said cites another reason for the moving qualities 

of Tahia’s performance: “Each of us knew that we were experiencing an immensely 

exciting—because endlessly deferred—erotic experience, the likes of which we could 

never hope to match in real life. And that was precisely the point: this was a sexuality as 

a public event, brilliant planned and executed, yet totally unconsummated and 

unrealizable” (Said 349). Therefore, the resistance to closure and the intimacy of an 

experience that occurs publicly (which is to say, on a large scale) makes the viewer’s 

experience of the artwork all the more moving.  

The novel’s endlessly deferred conclusion is suggested in the interruption of each 

section in the novel which demand that the reader await the ostensible ending. 

Cavendish’s narrative strategies emphasize how Cloud Atlas refuses a clear-cut 

beginning-middle-end. For example, he writes that, “As an experienced editor, I 

disapprove of flashbacks, foreshadowings, and tricksy devices, they belong in the 1980s 

with M.A.s in postmodernism and chaos theory. I make no apology, however, for 
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(re)starting my own narrative with my version of that shocking affair” (150). While he 

self-consciously contradicts himself here, the irony is overt. After all, just pages later 

when, apparently having forgotten his distaste for such “tricksy devices:” there is a 

“Flash!” (164) and he lapses into a memory of his adolescent love, Ursula. Not only does 

Cavendish’s narrative feature a false start but it also features a false conclusion. 

Cavendish writes, “Where all this will end, I do not know. THE END” (385). Yet this is, 

of course, not the end. For one, Cavendish accidentally foreshadows the creation of a film 

by the same title, The Ghastly Ordeal of Timothy Cavendish, that appears in the Sonmi 

section (354). Furthermore, Cavendish still offers the reader an epilogue even after this 

declaration of the end and, perhaps more importantly, the book is still three narratives 

away from its actual conclusion.  

In his chapter “The World Begins Its Turn with You, or How David Mitchell’s 

Novels Think” from The Cosmopolitan Novel, Berthold Schoene considers Jean-Luc 

Nancy’s description that what defines literature is that it is “unended and unending – in 

the active sense” (Schoene 121). Schoene elaborates on this point, arguing that “In this 

respect, then, the cosmopolitan novel is probably best understood as part of what Nancy 

describes in terms of a ‘literary communism’, which ‘defines neither a politics, nor a 

writing, for it refers, on the contrary, to that which resists any definition or program, be 

these political, aesthetic, or philosophical’” (Schoene 124). Thus, it is worth considering 

how variorum and cross-connections gesture to the novel’s resistance to both closure (re: 

a natural order) and enclosure. The novel’s emphasis on intertextual connections, the 

frequency of plot-based escapes, the form of the novel, the fact of cultural and textual 
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remains, the temporal uncertainty, and the transformation of language all point to these 

two facts.  

Cloud Atlas confronts ideals of enclosure and isolation, primarily, through its 

depiction of islands. There are six major islands in the novel: Chatam, England, 

Swanakee Island, Korea, Hawaii, and Polynesia. Furthermore, although they are not 

literal islands, both Vyvyan Ayrs’s mansion and the Aurora House are island-like in the 

way they that they are remote and movement there is restricted. The novel counters island 

life for its presumed qualities of being sealed off from the rest of the world, and being 

like paradise. As I have mentioned already, there is an emphasis on travel in the novel—

of the various characters who voyage from place to place, many venture to or from 

different islands (Ewing, Luisa Rey, Cavendish, Meronym). Even when people do not 

literally move among islands, the novel emphasizes how ideas and beliefs can travel a 

great distance, permeating boundaries of time and space. Thus, Mitchell’s text resists 

insularity through its formal island-hopping among the various places in the novel.  

Likewise, Mitchell resists temporal enclosure: in Cloud Atlas, it is not simply the 

case that events from the past shape future narratives. Like Rushdie’s text, the novel 

clarifies how the travel of influence does not only flow in one temporal direction. The 

novel’s play with momentum highlights how future conceptions, likewise, shape 

historical circumstances. Cavendish’s journey by train to Hull raises important questions 

about movement: 

Over an hour later London shunted itself southward…Commuters, these hapless 

 souls who enter a lottery of death twice daily on Britain’s decrepit railways, 

 packed the dirty train. Airplanes circled in holding patterns over Heathrow, 
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 densely as gnats over a summer puddle. Too much matter in this ruddy city. (160; 

 emphasis mine)  

A little while later, after the train breaks down, Cavendish reflects, “The train crawled a 

mile of twilight. Bats and wind-borne rubbish overtook us. Who was driving now if there 

wasn’t a driver?” (162). Along with the mention of the city of London and the bustling of 

commuters, the description of a twilight sky and of planes circling “in holding patterns” 

highlight cosmopolitanism, especially with consideration of the etymology of the word as 

it relates to the cosmos, and the act of embroidery. Thus, Cavendish’s question of who is 

driving can be read as a metaphor of the forces which move modern cosmopolitanism 

life.  

Later on, the novel seems to offer a response to Cavendish’s musings when the 

Luisa Rey section is resumed. As Isaac Sachs records notes on the airplane (unwittingly 

just moments before his death when the bomb on board is triggered), he delineates 

between what he calls the “actual” and the “virtual” past. It is no coincidence that the 

scene opens with Isaac Sachs gazing down upon the Philadelphia metropolis: “Isaac 

Sachs looks down on a brilliant Pennsylvania morning, Labyrinthine suburbs of ivory 

mansionettes and silk lawns inset with turquoise swimming pools. The executive-jet 

window is cool against his face” (392). Sachs writes down in his notebook  

• …The actual past is brittle, ever-dimming +  

 more problematic to access + reconstruct:  

in contrast, the virtual past is malleable,  

ever-brightening + ever more difficult to 

circumvent/expose as fraudulent (392)  
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• The present presses the virtual past into its own service, to lend credence to its 

mythologies + legitimacy to the imposition of will. Power seeks + is the right to 

‘landscape’ the virtual past. (He who pays the historian calls the tune)… (392-

393) 

Sachs’s note that the present passes into the past does not suggest, of course, that 

Mitchell endorses the notion of literal time-travel that can alter the trajectory of the 

world. What shifts is our conception but not the actual facts of history itself. Likewise, 

the mention of “mansionttes” suggests the importance of scale and emphasizes that our 

sense of scale is, really, a function of perspective. At an enormous distance from the 

ground, the mansions appear only as “mansionettes,” their grandeur shrunk. This fact 

alone suggests how for Mitchell, conception, and re-conception, matters a great deal.  

In other words, the novel suggests that the drivers of history, the historians, are 

bribed by those with wealth and authority. With regard to historiographical movement, 

the novel offers this crucial point: “Maybe the answer is not a function of metaphysics but 

one, simply of power” (401). The novel even goes one step beyond the recognition that 

control of narrative is linked intimately to other forms of control, exercising a skepticism 

towards the very acquisition of power. For example, when Luisa Rey hears someone say 

that, “When a man aspires to power, I ask one simple question: ‘Does he think like a 

business?’ [she] rolls her napkin into a compact ball. ‘I ask three simple questions. How 

did he get that power? How is he using it? And how can it be taken off the sonofabitch?” 

(403). Luisa’s investigative questions resonate Rushdie’s call for investigation in The 

Satanic Verses, explaining the narrator’s question: “Mutation? Yessir, but not random” 
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(Rushdie 7). Mutation, or movement, in Cloud Atlas, as in Rushdie’s novel, is primarily a 

function of power and resistance to that power. The text identifies the will to power as a 

convention, aware that, “Once any tyranny becomes accepted as ordinary…its victory is 

assured” (363).  

Robert Frobisher, the young composer and protagonist in the second narrative, 

illuminates how in one of his letters to his dear friend, Rufus Sixsmith:    

 Working nights on Cloud Atlas Sextet until I drip, quite literally, no other way to 

 get off to sleep. My head is a Roman candle of invention. Lifetime’s music, 

 arriving all at once. Boundaries between noise and sound are conventions, I see 

 now. All boundaries are conventions, national ones too. One may transcend any 

 convention, if only one can first conceive of doing so. Take this island, midstream 

 between timbre and rhythm, not down in any book of theory, but it’s here! (460-

 461) 

Frobisher’s musings about his musical composition that shares a name with the novel 

itself, embodies the text’s resistance to enclosure through its mention of an island that 

exists in a transverse, liminal space (midstream between two things).  

Said’s arguments on contrapuntal reading in “Reflections on Exile” demonstrate 

how the capacity to move among various, especially paradoxical, perceptions, is the mark 

of a refined ethics in which one reads the world for its instances of polyphony and 

dissonance, rather than unity and harmony. Mitchell is invested in this kind of reading, a 

fact which is made plain in his employment of formal strategies that rely on counterpoint. 

Consider, for instance, the qualities of Frobisher’s Cloud Atlas Sextet, the musical 

composition that shares a name with the novel. He 
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Spent the fortnight gone in the music room, reworking [his] year’s fragments into 

 a ‘sextet for overlapping soloists’: piano, clarinet, ‘cello, flute, oboe, and violin, 

 each in its own language of key, scale, and color. In the first set, each solo is 

 interrupted by its successor: in the second, each interruption is recontinued, in 

 order. (445) 

In the novel, the importance of musical scale and scale as size are not just related 

homonymically (because they share the same word), but also for the fact that the 

intimacy of musical expression produces uncanny connections. For instance, when Luisa 

Rey hears Frobisher’s The Cloud Atlas Sextet, it sounds “intimately familiar” to her 

(408). In fact, upon hearing it she “stands, entranced, as if living in a stream of time.” The 

scalar suggestions—the simultaneous shrinking and expansion of time within this single 

moment—are a signature of the novel’s relational possibilities and expansion of intimacy.   

 Given that Luisa Rey and Frobisher also share the same comet-like birth mark, it 

is significant that Frobisher writes of his “short, bright life” (120, 470). Referring to the 

“electrical thrill” he felt when composing Cloud Atlas, Frobisher writes to Sixsmith that 

“now I’m a spent firework; but at least I’ve been a firework” (470). Thus, his speeding 

blaze of production stands an example of ignition for artistic creation, for narrative, and 

for intimacy (with Luisa Rey) that is beyond his capacity to imagine. Given that 

Frobisher admits that “I don’t know where it came from,” the creation of the Cloud Atlas 

Sextet signifies an ignition, or activation, impelled from implacable sources. Thus, 

Frobisher’s bursting artistic flame resists both terminus and easy origin, much like a 

comet.  
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 At another moment, Luisa feels “A swarm of déjà vu haunts Luisa as she stuffs 

her belongings into her overnight bag. Robert Frobisher doing a dine and dash from 

another hotel” (139). Her experience of déjà vu reveals the association of movement and 

memory in the text, which is also indicated by Cavendish’s sensations in his escape from 

the Aurora House: “The gates flew at us, ten, eight, six car lengths away. Dad spoke from 

my pelvic floor. ‘Do you have any inkling of the trouble you’re in, boy?’ So I obeyed my 

father, yes, I obeyed him and I slammed on the brakes. Mum hissed in my ear: ‘Sod it, 

our Timbo, what have we got to lose?’ The thought that I had slammed not the brakes but 

the accelerator was the last—two car lengths, one, wham!” (381). After the car tears 

through the gates, Cavendish remarks, “Ruddy hell, when your parents die they move in 

with you” (381). The fact that Cavendish recalls his parents’ words as they speed towards 

the gate suggests a kind of intimacy achieved directly through speed which is also 

illustrated in the Frobisher section when one of Ayrs’s friends, Morty Dhondt, takes the 

group out motoring:         

 Dhondt shouted over the engine’s roar that farmers still daren’t plow the land for 

 fear of  unexploded ordnance. One cannot pass by without thinking of the density 

 of men in the ground. Any moment, the order to charge would be given, and 

 infantrymen well up from the earth, brushing off the powdery soil. The thirteen 

 years since Armistice seemed only as many hours. (440) 

The (intimate) proximity of violence that comes with motion is emphasized by the fact 

that one cannot move past this place without recalling the fact of density, or closeness, of 

the men in the ground. The closeness of these men signals not only their closeness in 
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relation to one another, but their proximity to the passers-by, too. Furthermore, the 

inability to past this scene of violence is emphasized when Mitchell suggests that 

the memory from years ago seems, to Frobisher, to have transpired mere hours ago. 

Crucially, like Rushdie, Mitchell is alert to the way that the proximity of violence is often 

denied: Cavendish’s comment that England has “Too much history for its acreage. Years 

grow inwards here, like my toenails” resonates with S.S. Sissodia’s argument that the 

English don’t know their history because it “happened overseas” (370, Rushdie 353).The 

link between speed and memory suggested by Luisa Rey, Cavendish, Morty Dhondt, and 

even Zachry in the dancing scene, reveals one of the novel’s most critical arguments: the 

speed at which things travel in the world alters the scale of our connections.  

As Luisa tells Nancy O’Hagan, ‘It’s a small world. It keeps recrossing itself” (418).  

In “Placing Modernism,” Andrew Thacker applies Jon Hegglund’s concept of 

metageography, defined as “the very orders and categories of space that we use to plot 

locations, itineraries, and distances in the world” to reconsider spatial and scalar 

organization in modernity (Thacker 19). Thacker identifies that “discourse of globalized 

modernism has a tendency to ignore the complex spatial layering represented by the idea 

of scale” and invites a consideration of such scale from the “Body, house, street, 

neighbourhood, [and] city” to the “region, nation, international, transnational, [and] 

global” (Thacker 19). For Thacker, this act of “placing modernism” is achieved by 

grappling with the “complex geographies of modernism, reintegrating debates on the 

national, the regional, and the local alongside those of the transnational and international, 

exploring in more detail how multiple scale of modernist space interact and inform these 

debates” (Thacker 23). The metageographical organization of Cloud Atlas is crucial for 
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the “non-teological ethics” offered by Mitchell. But, as Thacker identifies, the point is to 

integrate myriad scales—not to perform the reductionist expansion of space by insisting 

on a single, uniform, global scale (Beaumont 2).  

 Numerous scholars have identified the novel’s grand dimensions, arguing that 

Cloud Atlas has positioned itself as a modern epic. Among these scholars are Wendy 

Knepper and Jason Mezey, both of whom argue that Mitchell has remade the classic epic 

in their respective articles, “Toward a Theory of Experimental World Epic: David 

Mitchell’s Cloud Atlas” and “‘A Multitude of Drops’: Recursion And Globalization in 

David Mitchell’s Cloud Atlas”. Knepper argues that, “Cloud Atlas complicates this 

understanding of epic by drawing together six pivotal fictions of development to convey 

a fractured yet interlocking narrative of global transition, capitalist crisis, and post-

apocalyptic development on a planetary scale” (Knepper 99) while Mezey concludes that 

“For Mitchell, the epic provides a means of yoking a vast array of human existences 

throughout time and space into an integrated process of human evolution and devolution” 

(Mezey 13). While Knepper and Mezey are right to highlight the importance of 

interlocking narratives and the vastness of relations in the novel, they emphasize a 

reading of the novel based on an entirely unified, or epic, mode. In, “The Genre Spaces of 

David Mitchell's Cloud Atlas,” Aaron Francis Schneeberger contrasts readings that the 

novel is a unified whole, taking a “necessarily conflicting…approach by emphasizing the 

differences between the genre conventions mobilized through the novel not only in terms 

of how they uniquely structure time and space but also, for the moment, ignoring how 

such differences—as Schoene claims—play a unifying function within the text, the goal 

being to accentuate how each narrative encourages very different reading and interpretive 
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practices, and therefore very different receptions of thematically similar contents” 

(Schneeberger 550-551). However, the point is not to discern whether the work is unified 

or discreet.  

The text itself presents how both facts—though ostensibly paradoxical—are 

moving simultaneously. Consider the novel’s ending, which asks, “Yet what is any ocean 

but a multitude of drops” (509). Movement here becomes a question of individual 

propulsion, motion, and choice but always in the context of historical overlap. To put in 

another way, various factors consciously chosen and acting upon our lives irrespective of 

conscious choice. This convergence of forces is represented in Mitchell’s poetic 

formulation about the existence of an “ancient future” (441). For another crucial example, 

consider Luisa’s uncanny sense of Frobisher’s composition, her impossible déjà vu, as an 

instance anticipation. Luisa’s interpellation of memory appears as an impossible nostalgia 

that resonates with Cixous’ call for resistance that works through anticipation. As I 

quoted in the first chapter, this move to resist is “a movement that gathers and separates 

the vibrations musically” (Cixous 878; emphasis mine). This gesture of simultaneously 

gathering and separating waves (as sound waves or in those in ocean) is the primary way 

that Cloud Atlas offers its ethics. As Jason Mezey argues in his essay on Cloud Atlas, 

“Mitchell argues for individual agency and collective identity even within what he sees as 

the impersonal and recursive unfolding of history itself” (Mezey12). Despite this crucial 

insight, the arguments in Mezey’s essay are hampered severely by what appears to be his 

misunderstanding of the epic form. If Mezey can recognize that the novel’s insistence on 

individual agency, it seems strange he that he would term Cloud Atlas as an epic (a mode 

which obscures individual perspective and favors a single, unified perspective).  
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Certainly, the terrain of the novel is the world—but its mode is lyric rather than 

epic. It is far more precise to understand the novel as a network of lyrics, or “overlapping 

soloists.” First of all, the novel is almost entirely lyrical, every section is narrated in the 

first person except for the Luisa Rey section. Even still, the Luisa section offers access to 

the intimate thoughts of various characters including Luisa, Isaac Saachs, and even Bill 

Smoke, the hired assassin for SeaCorps, when he thinks, “What I want from you, Luisa, is 

a killing of perfect intimacy. For a moment Bill Smoke wonders at the powers inside us 

that are not us” (402). It is imperative to identify the Cloud Atlas as a set of lyrics 

because this helps to illuminate how intimacy is a pivot for much of the novel’s 

machinery.  

 In addition to including the perspectives of those who are not narrated, the novel 

resists characterization as an epic in its refusal to raise victims to heroic status. Mitchell 

refuses to keep ostensible victims from settling in the simple, stable role of victim. In 

fact, he refuses stabilized roles altogether by complicating both victimhood and 

criminality. Mitchell reveals that victims often display their own prejudices, might inflict 

pain on others, and might experience passion and pleasure (which are not the privilege of 

victims in historical sense). The perspective of the text, therefore, aligns with Glissant’s 

notion that “It is the network that express the ethics. Every moral doctrine is a utopia” 

(Glissant 193).   

Characterizing Cloud Atlas as a web of lyrical stories, rather than an epic novel, is 

critical distinction because the novels ethics function through a series of sprawling 

relations which reveal how the personal connects, because it moves, to the lives of others 

in a way that is often beyond our capacity to imagine. Even what is clearly intimate, 
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private—a father’s collection of journal entries for a son or a series of letters to a friend 

that gushes of moments of humiliation, fears, and secrets—can travel miles and years 

from the grasp of its maker or even interlocutor. Interestingly, it is precisely the intimacy 

of these writings that seem to catalyze, or at least intensify, their movement (Cavendish’s 

obsession with finding the missing chunk of the Ewing journals or Luisa Rey’s fixation 

on Frobisher’s story).  

Mitchell, like Woolf and Rushdie, illustrates that personal and public forces are 

dual-vectors in the shaping of the world. But Cloud Atlas is especially fascinating for its 

depictions of how not just how the political moves the personal, but also how the 

personal moves the personal itself. Mitchell’s conception of motion as empowerment for 

its capacity for intimate connection does mean that the novel is unaware of how political 

influences enable such individual connections. These larger currents that Mitchell traces 

gesture to the way that stories drift across oceans of time to various places. Illustrating 

how stories are swept up onto the shores of the present along with cultural debris and 

“rotting kelp,” carrying the stench of past-life, Cloud Atlas reveals that within modern 

cultural and historical landscape, even the remotest islands are not as remote as one may 

imagine (3).  
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Conclusion 

“Up to now literature has exalted a pensive immobility, ecstasy, and sleep. We 

intend to exalt aggressive action, a feverish insomnia, the racer’s stride, the moral leap, 

the punch and the slap,” declared Filippo Marinetti in his Futurist Manifesto which 

inaugurated Futurist movement in 1909, announcing the Futurist ambition speed ahead, 

to never look back or regress into what it perceived as a soporific past. “We stand on the 

last promontory of the centuries!” boasted Marinetti, “Why should we look back, when 

what we want is to break down the mysterious doors of the Impossible? Time and Space 

died yesterday. We already live in the absolute, because we have created eternal, 

omnipresent speed” (Marinetti). Marinetti’s comments anticipate the desire in Donald 

Trump’s bombast about a total departure (which I quote at this the beginning of this 

thesis). Marinetti’s claims demonstrate how the Futurist movement is founded upon and 

characterized by a blinding drive for speed and belief that history can be out-paced.  

One of the reasons for the Futurist fetishization of “the beauty of speed” is that it 

provides an illusion of autonomy. In other words, Futurists believe that past associations 

can be abandoned if only one has the drive to accelerate into a brighter future. Futurism 

promises to achieve its autonomy, to revive art, through a flagrant disavowal of anything 

that came beforehand, feverishly aspiring to destroy “museums, libraries, academies of 

every kind.” The desire for autonomy is apparent in the preface to Marinetti’s Manifesto 

where he declares that, “we felt ourselves alone at that hour, alone, awake, and on our 

feet, like proud beacons or forward sentries against an army of hostile stars” (Marinetti). 

This bizarre form of mysticism reveals the Futurist’s burning desire to sever ties with the 

past.  
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Both Virilio and Duffy identify how the Futurist movement’s obsession with 

speed takes on significance in a modern landscape. Duffy writes that Futurism exists as 

“boosterism of kinesis and the modern machinery that propels it” (Duffy 134). Similarly, 

Virilio writes of how “Marinetti metaphorizes about the armored car: the overman is 

over-grafted, an inhuman type reduced to a driving—and thus deciding—principle, an 

animal body that disappears in the superpower of a metallic body able to annihilate time 

and space through its dynamic performances” (Virilio 84). Virilio, most of all, argues 

that, “Futurism in fact comes from a single art—that of war and its essence, speed.” He 

writes 

Futurism provides the most accomplished vision of the dromological  

 evolutionism of the 1920s, the measure of superspeed! In fact, the human body 

 huddling in the ‘steel alcove’ is not that of the bellicose dandy seeking the rare 

 sensations of war, but of the doubly-unable body of the proletarian soldier.  

 Deprived, as he has always been, of will, he now requires from a vehicular 

 prosthesis in order to accomplish his historical mission, Assault. (Virilio 84)  

The association between war and Futurist ideals is clarified by Valentine de Saint-Point 

in his Futurist Manifesto of Lust, where he asserts that “Art and war are the great 

manifestations of sensuality; lust is their flower” (Saint-Point). Saint-Point argues that, 

“A strong man must realize his full carnal and spiritual potentiality. The satisfaction of 

their lust is the conquerors’ due. After a battle in which men have died, it is normal for 

the victors, proven in war, to turn to rape in the conquered land, so that life may be re-

created” (Saint-Point). This stunning naturalization of rape makes apparent how Futurism 

symbolizes male narcissism.  
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 Virilio’s consideration of the Futurist assumption of the availability speed, along 

with Duffy’s point that Futurism “fosters empty fantasies of power” emphasize that 

Futurism is built upon the belief in the Nietzsche’s ubermensch, the overman or 

superman (Duffy 168). This higher man, for Nietzsche listens to the following decree: 

“let the value of all things be posited newly by you. For that shall you be fighters! For 

that shall you be creators!” (Nietzsche 77). The existence of a nervous masculinity is 

ostensible in the Futurist’s stated mission to embody “the habit of energy and 

fearlessness” and to embrace “courage, audacity, and revolt”. Thus, the Futurist fixation 

on independence contains an undeniable narcissism.  

More significantly, the Futurist obsession with autonomy is impossible to achieve. 

The Futurist desire to free oneself from attachment—to the past and to the others—

counters the reality of how forces move within the world, as posited by Sir Isaac Newton. 

In his Principia Mathematica, Newton writes that, “To every action there is always 

opposed an equal reaction” (Newton). Newton’s Third Law unites his first two laws 

which address single bodies by underscoring the reality that forces come pairs. From this 

principle we can infer that no singular, isolated force can exist within the universe. This 

Newtonian impossibility is represented in To the Lighthouse, The Satanic Verses, and 

Cloud Atlas as each text suggests that it is only through prior force that current and future 

forces are produced.  

Each of the novels I have examined displays Newton Third’s Law metaphorically 

in important ways, illustrating how forces do not move discretely, but rather together. 

The emphasis on entanglement in all three texts unveils the way that attempts to divide-

up and distance various forces within the world are often elitist attempts to preserve 
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power. Woolf, Rushdie, and Mitchell call for a recognition of asymmetries of privilege in 

part by demonstrating how characters are deeply intertwined with one another and their 

environments. Accordingly, all three texts resist make impossible the notion of elsewhere 

in order to present their ethics of resistance. That is to say, each text traces how influence 

travels among characters and suggests how various phenomena haunt the past and future 

in ways that orthodox representations of movement.  

Moreover, in addition to representing the fact of inter-locking movement, each 

text also suggests in some form how equal and opposite force is applied as things move in 

our world. This is suggested, for instance, in the way that Lily and Cam counter Mr. 

Ramsay’s oppressive masculinity through their elusive speed. In The Satanic Verses, this 

mutual pressure is indicated in the presentation of Gibreel and Saladin as foils whose 

influence each other with great speed and lasting effect, and in the way that Club Hot 

Wax exists an instance of the counter-habitation presented by Said. In Cloud Atlas, 

Zachry’s poetic description of love-making with the Kolekole girl alone capture the sense 

of force being applied equally and oppositely: “I blowed her she bent, I blowed harder 

she bent harder an’ closer” (Mitchell 288). Such a dynamic of force appears throughout 

Cloud Atlas given Mitchell’s formal strategy in which the novel’s plot moves as a kind of 

boomerang through the inter-locking narratives. Mitchell’s boomerang effect emphasizes 

the sense that history moves into the present just as much as the present moves history, 

thus revealing how there is a push, and push back. This Newtonian principle is 

demonstrated in the way that the private life moves into public life and, in turn, public 

life moves into private life in each of the three novels. This dual-emphasis on personal 

and the political—and especially how these forces constantly act upon one other to shape 
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modern life—is crucial. The repeated considerations of speed as politics and speed as 

empowerment, in all three chapters, reveal the most important and overarching way that 

this Newtonian principle appears in the work of Woolf, Rushdie, and Mitchell. Just as 

James acknowledges that “nothing [is] simply one thing” in To the Lighthouse and 

Frobisher writes “‘That’s all’ is never all’” in Cloud Atlas, we can understand that no 

force one-dimensional in its possibilities, for nothing can be wholly, or simply, one thing 

(186, 442).  

It is worthwhile to consider another physical concept, an extension of Newton’s 

laws, introduced by the Austrian physicist, Wolfgang Pauli, whose work explains why 

two atoms can never actually touch one another. The Pauli Exclusion Principle asserts 

that electrons are capable of sensing the location of other electrons and do whatever is 

possible to resist other electrons. The consequence of this electromagnetic repulsion is 

that two particles act as equal and opposite forces whenever they come near to contact, 

but it remains impossible for these atoms to actually collide. What we can experience as 

the sensation of touch, therefore, is never the actual joining of atoms, only the atoms 

getting very close together but straining against one another. The Pauli Exclusion 

Principle helps to demonstrate the power of forces acting as equally and oppositely one 

another, even when actual collision, or touch, is deemed an impossibility. To extrapolate, 

there remains a capacity for intimate connection even when two objects do not (or 

cannot) literally meet.  

This principle resonates, particularly, with the kinds of movement in Cloud Atlas 

in which, though the various characters never meet one another and have no way of 

connecting physically across space and time, the speed of their familiarity and intimacy 
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with one another is undeniable. In addition to the movement of written stories, the 

mentions of “yarning” in Ewing’s and Zachry’s sections of Cloud Atlas emphasize how 

metaphorical entanglements exists as a kind of poetics. As Glissant puts it, “The thought 

of errantry is a poetics, which always infers that at some moment it is told. The tale of 

errantry is the tale of Relation” (Glissant 18). In contrast, Virilio’s arguments about the 

fleet in being reveal how the fact of influence without physical contact presents new 

opportunities for not just intimacy and relation, but for violence. As Virilio put it, this 

speed of influence “offers a whole new geometry…to violence,” given that the fleet in 

being “is above all a new idea of violence that no longer comes from direct confrontation 

and bloodshed, but rather from the unequal properties of bodies” (Virilio 78, 62). In other 

words, the Pauli Exclusion Principle reveals that whether or not two forces meet in 

material terms is inconsequential to their capacity for impact—as either a kind of politics 

or form of resistance—in the modern landscape.  

 The intersection and interconnected nature of modern space represented in these 

three novels undoes Futuristic narcissism. Each of the texts examined punctures notions 

of speed as autonomy and autotelic existence. Rather than reinforce the motion of driving 

straight-ahead towards some certain ideal of progress and beauty, the texts offer 

alternative kinds of motion. As I have discussed, the movement of these texts is one of 

zig-zagging, sprawling, and spiraling cross-connections. This is demonstrated especially 

through depictions of radiation and radial influence that occur in the representations of 

cosmopolitan life in which cities exist as clear cultural nodes: the cities of The Satanic 

Verses and Cloud Atlas, in particular, make clear how “the issue of human energy has 

emerged at nodal points of modernity” (Duffy, Moving Modernisms 88). That is to say, 
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Rushdie’s and Mitchell’s representations of cosmopolitan space portray high-speed 

collisions of political, social, and cultural incompatibilities. Further, they investigate who 

becomes collateral damage and consider the opportunities for solidarity through such 

collisions. These considerations inform, specifically, the kinds of resistance (to linearity, 

purity, notions of the natural, etc.) that the novels offer. While To the Lighthouse does not 

place the urban front and center, there is a crucial suggestion of an aspiration towards 

cosmopolitan experience when Mrs. Ramsay imagines that “her daughters, Prue, Nancy, 

Rose—could sport with infidel ideas which they had brewed for themselves of a life 

different from hers; in Paris, perhaps” (6; emphasis mine). This sense of urban desire 

coincides Mrs. Ramsay’s most overt resistance to the habituation of domestic life for 

women in the novel. Thus, the possibility for associations that exist in a cosmopolitan 

world inspire the forms of resistance that are recommended in each of the three novels. 

Roland Barthes’s arguments in The Rustle of Language illuminate another way 

significant way in which Woolf, Rushdie, and Mitchell’s texts welcome acts of 

transversal precisely for their relational possibilities. Barthes explores the role of 

movement in reading and writing, asserting that “[writing] is a matter of compelling the 

reader to a meaning or an issue: composition channels; reading, on the contrary (that we 

text we write in ourselves when we read), disperses, disseminates” (Barthes 30; emphasis 

Barthes’s). Barthes argues that the writer’s “sole power is to mingle writings, to counter 

some by others, so as never to rely on just one” and that the reader, not the writer, is “the 

site where this multiplicity is collected” (Barthes 53, 54). His comment that “the unity of 

a text is not in its origin but in its destination” indicates how the trajectory of a text takes 

primacy, for Barthes (54).  
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He clarifies how the act of drawing meaning from a text is “not deductive but 

associative” because the text itself relies on a series of signification: “‘The text, only the 

text,’ we are told, but ‘only the text’ does not exist: there is immediately in this tale, this 

novel, this poem I am reading, a supplement of meaning for which neither dictionary nor 

grammar can account” (Barthes 31). In other words, Barthes emphasizes that meaning 

can never be constructed or construed in isolation. This refusal of isolation is further 

suggested in Barthes’s explanation of the reader’s relationship to the text in which he 

claims that as we read the text impresses upon us but, “we too imprint on the text a 

certain posture, and it is for this reason that [the text] is alive” (Barthes 32). This 

description of the text and the reader as equal and opposite forces, too, conjures Newton’s 

Third Law. Accordingly, Barthes’s comments, like the novels, resist Futurist ideals of 

autonomy by illustrating that such ideals, in fact, do not exist.  

 Barthes identifies yet another crucial aspect of reading that resonates with the 

recommendations for association that appear in Woolf’s, Rushdie’s, and Mitchell’s work: 

“To open the text, to posit the system of its reading, is therefore not only to ask and to 

show that it can be interpreted freely; it is especially, and much more radically, to gain 

acknowledgement that there is no objective or subjective truth of reading, but only a ludic 

truth” (Barthes 31; emphasis Barthes’s). Barthes—like Woolf, Rushdie, and Mitchell—is 

alert to the fact that there is no singular, generalizable, version of the truth but that one’s 

understandings can be enriched through playful association and cross-connection. That is 

to say, de-hierarchized (or unrestricted) associations are presented as an as antidote to the 

very crises that these three novels consider. The importance of ludic truth, or achieving a 

sense of meaning and reality through imaginative play, is conveyed in several important 
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ways in To the Lighthouse: the fastness of the children who leave the dinner table “like 

stags,” in order to become investigators of “anything, everything,” Lily’s interrogations 

of convention demonstrated through her playful associations with her paintbrush, and 

Cam’s imaginative resistance to her father reality’s in the boat that captures Foucault’s 

heterotopic vision. Both Rushdie and Mitchell depict this kind of ludic truth through their 

unorthodox fusions of language, or pairings of apparently incompatible words (consider, 

in particular, the imaginative sentences that appear in the Frobisher sections of Cloud 

Atlas). These unlikely combinations serve as signposts as the reader traverses the text, as 

invitations to take part in the kind of free-association demonstrated by Mrs. Ramsay’s 

reading that moves “backwards, upwards… zigzagging this way and that” (Woolf 119).  

Significantly, Barthes ascribes the act of “freewheeling” to the practice of 

reading. “The reader,” he says, “does not decode, he overcodes; he does not decipher, he 

produces, he accumulates languages, he lets himself be infinitely and tirelessly traversed 

by them: he is that traversal” (Barthes 42; emphasis Barthes). Woolf’s, Rushdie’s, and 

Mitchell’s texts each freewheel, or proceed rapidly without restraint or concern for 

convention. In so doing, they invite the reader to lift their feet from the metaphorical 

pedals, to propel oneself through the text by forming a chain of uninhibited connections.  
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